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INTRODUCTION
The Path
This series has two segments that flow into each other. This first segment is on the path ahead
and four important markers. We start with sharpening the edge and use the field of life to do
what needs to be done without the interference of thought. This weakens and exhausts
conditioning and it becomes easier to realize our distinctness from thought in a way that lasts
beyond the different practices. The inner center of gravity has now shifted from thought to
consciousness and conditions are ripe for self-inquiry.
Some Essentials
The second segment is on some essentials while on the path, first of all being a hunger for
change which has to be one born of direct examination of things as they are and not
unfavorable conditions. When the danger is clearly seen as within, consciousness or awareness
is roused into action and empowered in an act of self-surrender or vigilance that itself keeps
thought from interfering in life. A new way of living ensues as this awareness perceives and acts
directly, engaging each situation and disregarding our hidden likes and dislikes. Staying the
course a little, one experiences significant lightness within as the content of our mind's burden
is thought and it is gradually diffused. Still one knows that danger lurks deeper and now sees
clearly that its interference must not happen and one's resolve to stay the course deepens to
the degree of relentless perseverance where one is ready to pay any price along the way.
What follows are very lightly edited transcriptions from the videos recorded between 1
September 2012 and 28 November 2012. I am most thankful to Sivananda-Usha for transcribing
and editing the talks.
Swami Suryadevananda
23 December 2012
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1. SHARPENING THE EDGE
Greetings…
We start today with sharpening the edge. Sharpening the edge is preparing the instrument for
the journey ahead of total development, and this instrument is our own self.
Usually when we think of development or cultivation in any way, we think about some level of
know-how or expertise. 'I must learn how to do this…'—and you could learn how to play music,
or you could learn how to work with computers, or you could learn something else. But learning
and development seems to be more concerned with doing, which is the outer part of the
circle—and that seems to produce its own tangible results. If I get good at a certain job, there
may be a certain kind of income. If I act in a way that is socially pleasing or astute, I may be well
recognized and applauded by society. If I do certain things and make it known, that my increase
my reputation, and it goes on down the line.
In the path of yoga also, we have different aspects of our personality that must be developed.
You have the physical aspects,… you have the breathing and vital aspects,… you have the
mental aspects,… you have the heart, you have the intelligence and intellect, and you have all
these. So it is important to develop all of these. But what is important is to develop the inner at
the same time so the full circle is addressed. The outer is all of these; the inner, which you can
actually call doing—the inner is associated with being—and often this gets neglected. So
though we may have expertise either in doing asanas, or doing pranayama, or quoting
scriptures, or impressing people with our scholarly knowledge, or ability to sing and chant in a
very charming way, it may lack inner development. It may lack character, that is more than
moral and ethical and socially pleasing or acceptable. It may lack pure goodness, or natural
goodness; and if that is lost, the yoga element is lost.
So we cultivate a few things, but these things are in the process of time. The body is in the
process of time, this mind is in the process of time, this breathing is in the process of time, and
the knowledge that I could accumulate of scriptures and learning—that is in the process of
time. And the ability to sing in a certain way or chant or play music, or whatever—all of that is
in the process of time.
If all the effort that is made is in the realm of the finite, how is that going to help you at all? You
may win an asana—nowadays they have asana contests, so you may win one of those; and you
may be able to be a crowd pleaser in different ways, and you may be applauded and even
called holy, but how does that help you if natural goodness hasn't started flowering in you?—if
the inner being has not started changing and transforming rapidly?
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So today we would like to talk a little bit about that—total development—which involves the
outer as a way to develop the inner; and inner growth, being most important, gets the focus.
The outer just happens, because it happens to be the channel, the avenue, or the vista of our
development.
Let us start right with the outer. Total development, or integral development, includes all areas
of our personality or being. We have the physical areas; we have the vital areas of our breath;
we have the intellect with its knowledge and understanding and things of that kind. We have
the heart, and we have so many other parts of our personality—and all of these have to be
developed. Often, in yoga or spiritual life—which are the same thing—people approach it with
the same attitude they approach their normal life—wanting to do here what suits them best or
their personality best. And I hear people saying, 'Well, I'm not much of a book person or a bookknowledge person. I'm all about heart, and I sit here and I just chant and I just do this,… or
sing,… I'm a bhakta,… or I'm a devotee'; or, 'The devotee stuff is not for me, and I'm more a
person of the mind; you see, I'm refined, and I take to reading and understanding these difficult
texts and things like that. I think that's where it's at.' Or another person may come, 'Well, none
of those suit me and I like to be doing and getting out there and actually doing things, and so I
do asanas and pranayama and that's real stuff and you can see it because it's all about doing,
isn't it?'
So, our likes and dislikes enter our practice. That totally disallows the inner development to
happen—matter of fact, not only does it thwart inner development, it brings about inner
stagnation. Likes and dislikes are what needs to be guarded against, because that is where the
obstructions and understanding lie.
It is is recommended, therefore, to approach this in a wholistic manner. To be able to put equal
attention on integral development, which is development of the entire being or all facets of our
personality. You have the physical aspects of your personality: give that some importance; that
is what the asanas and pranayamas will do. We get into some of these limbs of yoga a little bit
later while closing.
You've got the heart aspect of it; spend a little bit of time in prayer, in chanting, where the
heart reaches to its larger counterpart or its infinite counterpart. It is love for the Absolute, love
for the truth, in the truest sense. Then you've got love for understanding, but you're not
understanding the scriptures, you're not studying the scriptures. Even the very word
swadhyaya, which people often mistake for scriptural study, actually has two components: swa,
which is myself, dhyaya, which means dhyanam: to be able to concentrate on myself. Through
the scriptures, if you are not looking within, how is it going to help you? See, the scriptures are
very much like a mirror: if I shave—and I shave every morning—I look in the mirror, but I shave
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my own self, I don't shave the mirror. I'm not concerned with the hair in the mirror, the hair is
on my face. And so, through the scriptures, if I am not able to examine myself, how will I be
able to know which changes to bring about? I may have accumulated knowledge that I can
quote and impress you with, but that is not going to help.
So this total development is a little bit of everything—all the different practices—and this has
many benefits. Let us cover a few of the benefits of this way, and we'll cover what happens if
we have lopsided development or partial development, which you can well understand.
But let us cover the benefits of total development. The first thing is that you develop all aspects
of your personality and you don't have an Achilles Heel—you don't have a weak spot or a soft
spot. Number two: it promotes humility, because when I realize that I'm not so good at this and
you are good at this, I learn how to learn from you. I learn how to look to others instead of just
cultivating my strong points. I learn how to respect others for others for their cultivation, so
that is important.
The next aspect, and probably the most important, is the spirit of attention. The things that I'm
good at, or the things that we are good at, or comfortable with—and this includes
relationships—we tend to mechanize. We take for granted the people that we are closest to.
'Well, they're my brother or my mother or my wife or my husband—they'll understand. After
all, we're related,… after all, I don't have to put on all this for them. They'll understand.' Why,
we even tend to hurt those who are closest to us. We are careful with those we are not close
to, or not related to, because there is no taking for granted there. With the neighbor down the
street or with someone else, our behavior is quite different, quite alive, and quite careful
compared to the people who we are close to. Why is that so? Well, things that we are
comfortable with get mechanized, and relating comes out of relationship, and yoga comes out
of practice.
So here's a very important lesson and reason why we need to do a little bit of each for the
cultivation of attention. The things that you are not so good at are naturally going to involve a
higher level of attention. You will see very soon that the things that you're not so good at, when
you involve a higher level of attention, you start getting good at—probably even better than
the things that you were good at naturally, and you realize that some of this has become
mechanical at best. So it teaches you a little bit about attention, and this attention is not only
key and important, in yoga or spiritual life this attention is vital to everything from work to
relationships, because this mechanizing or automating happens in a good amount of aspects of
our life, and that we cannot afford. And, there are several other benefits, including have a full
tool box, just like to build a house you need a full tool box. You can't build a house with just a
hammer or a screwdriver. Similarly in yoga, you need a full tool box. What if that day just
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doesn't feel that you can meditate for a long while or do this? Well, you've got several other
things that you can do. So, the same thought-current, the same inner awareness, development
and cultivation can happen through different channels. But if you put all of your tools in the
same toolbox and something in that avenue is a blockage in that avenue somehow—you're
stuck. So it's important to have several avenues, vistas, of cultivation—and several avenues or
vistas for growth. Be able to do a little bit of all so you not only develop all aspects of your
personality, but through the outer ring, or the outer part of the circumference—if you just look
at 180°, you are developing the inner part of the circumference, which is being. Through doing,
one must be able to discover the weak spots in being and be able to cultivate those. And if that
happens, there is total development.
So, it's better to look and keep our focus on this inner realm, or this inner ring. And know that if
we do that in a varied approach, the outer benefits will come quite naturally.
We spoke about attention—the attention that comes about by doing new things, by doing the
things we are not so comfortable with, by doing the things that we are not so familiar with.
Naturally, it demands a high level of attention. Let us talk about that a little bit. This attention is
going to be key later in meditation. Interest is the key to attention. Attention ignites awareness.
When I'm attentive to something, I become fully aware. I first have to be interested. Look at
how this unfolds. This interest awakens or sparks attention. My attention is there. As I become
attentive, I become fully aware. The awareness comes in and I stop listening to thought, I stop
listening to the rise and fall of thought, and I discover a wonderful thing: that as long as I have
attention on what is in front of me—there is something in front of you every moment, from
moment to moment—so long as I am attentive to that, this has my attention; I am no longer
listening to the rise and fall and the murmur of the chattering mind. It is there; there is no
suppression, there is none of those unnatural things, there is just interest, attention,
awareness. This itself keeps the focus where it needs to be. 'I am aware of the rise and fall of
thought, but I am not mixed up in it'—not by any artificial subterfuge, not by any suppression,
but by taking an interest which gives a new channel for the energy and the mind to be flowing.
It stays with what is. This increases my efficiency, builds up higher productivity, but at the same
time doing becomes a way to impact being, because the attention that I have previously given
to thought, to the chatter, has increased the mental chatter—and we know this well. And we
often talk about this, and deal with it, and find ways to deal with reducing the chatter or white
noise of the mind. We'll take an interest in things from moment to moment and we learn how
to do this in our practices. Well, this carries forward to the entire mat of life, because yoga,
though it may talk about practices—the mat of yoga extends to the entire field of life.
So when we take an interest in all things equally, we are attentive; and we discover that when
we are attentive, we are fully aware of all the subtleties in things—as they unfold, as they are.
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We learn to look at what actually is instead of paying attention to the chatter of thought.
Thought is not part of the situation; but because of habit we have grown so used to including
thought which is a feeling about things with what actually is, so we don't see what actually is.
We respond to this mixture—and this mixture is largely thought, and a little bit of what is. What
is becomes an excuse to look, play with, get involved with, and deepen thought. This is the
situation that has come to be—and this must be broken if we want to lead a sane life, a
peaceful life, a happy life—a life with some joy and perhaps some purpose.
Attention is cultivated mostly, or the key to attention is cultivated, in doing the things that we
are not so comfortable with. And, therefore, our practices—and sharpening the edge of our
development—cannot be lopsided in the things that we like, in the things that we are
comfortable with. 'I'll keep doing more of this and I'll become good at it'—and it is. You may
have one main approach and that may come later, but in laying the foundation we cannot start
off with the things that we are comfortable with. It has to start off from the get-go in a
balanced approach; because through the outer, we have to awaken and kindle, ignite and
empower the inner—and this whole wheel of the outer and inner has to approach and has to
move on together as we lay the foundation.
This brings us to understanding, because when we develop attention, we are attentive to not
just what is out there, but we are attentive at the same time to the rise and fall of thought as
thought tries to interfere with what's out there. This is something that we are habituated
with—so much so that we don't even examine it. So this brings us to understanding. Usually our
understanding includes, or is predominated by, thought. And this is what has brought about
obscurity. For the understanding to be pure, the attention must be able to look and deal with
what is and do what needs to be done—and let go. And, therefore, understanding or
perception is not started by thought, it is ignited by the actual situation. But very often in our
lives, our understanding is stimulated by thought—our personal gain, our self-centeredness,
our selfishness—that even when we see a situation, or meet a person, we are looking at things
from our gain: 'How was this of importance to me?'… 'How can I use this person or this
situation to my interest?'—and this brings up a whole bed of thought on different ways that we
can do it, as we have done it in the past. So the situation becomes just an occasion for the
increase of selfishness. And, we live in a difficult world, because one selfish mind is going to
collide with another selfish mind and groups of selfish minds—and this is what is happening out
there. This is why life is so tiring—because it is a collision of selfishness. Now, you cannot
change things. Let things be what they are. 'But can I remove this out of my system—and
universalize my being?' And this is where understanding comes in.
So understanding first requires us to look at things and deal with things as they are—without
the interference of thought. And, secondly, having perceived, or having clear perception or
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direct perception—which is the inner intelligence dealing with things as they are—to see what
needs to be done, or my response to things. Not what I need to do or suits me, but what needs
to be done. Therefore, I don't rely on thought—or selfishness or self-centeredness—by direct
perception. And in the decision process, I don't do what suits me, but I stand as one with the
situation, which is what it actually is. The tree doesn't stand outside the forest—does it?…
when you look at the tree? You may have singled out that tree and say that it is beautiful or
majestic,… but does it stand outside the forest? It cannot! Similarly, we don't stand outside of
things, but we have grown so accustomed to thinking and functioning in a way that we feel we
stand outside of things. The Upanishad says, 'Where there is otherness, there is fear.'
Otherness is fear, so this otherness is responsible for a lot of our mischief and we have to get
this out of our system. Can we not do what needs to be done without this filter of myself first?
If something needs to be done—do it! You stand with things you are taking care of
automatically because you are part of that situation. But when you start off with 'I', you
increase the unnaturalness of understanding that you stand outside of things because you don't
stand outside of things. So, this inner dichotomy increases. The inner ignorance or confusion
increases—and, therefore, the inner bondage: our problems, our stresses, our tensions
increase. And we surely don't want to increase that.
So for this understanding, every practice has to be looked at also from the point of view of
understanding. We don't look at the situation in a limited context, or how this suits me, when
we practice, say, asanas—we don't practice just the asana alone. We learn to turn our attention
within. And we learn to look at the energy that is making this possible, and the intelligence
that's guiding it, and we learn to bring the inner—including every thought that is rising and
falling—in the different practices of yoga into the specter of awareness,… into the sphere of
awareness. And so, understanding becomes something that starts getting cultivated through
our practices and it goes out in life. If we cannot cultivate understanding in a controlled
atmosphere of our practices—all our practices have some activity, a means or some action, and
there is inner understanding or inner unawareness—if I cannot do it in a controlled
atmosphere, of either my room or the place where I am practicing or my prayer area, how am I
going to do it in life when everything is coming at me,… when there is so much stimulus and
there is so much strength of habit to respond from self-centered ways of being?
So cultivation starts in a controlled atmosphere—just like when you first learn driving. You learn
probably in a parking lot, in a controlled place, so that you can drive later in the open streets
and highways where you have cars, traffic and conditions. Similarly, that is the reason for
practice—not incrementally, but every practice is a full, all-out attempt to understand, to see
things in a wider spectrum, to see things where the outer and inner are brought into the field of
awareness at the same time, where the distance between the outer and the inner is abolished.
When I realize that where I experience I am doing the asana is the same place where I see the
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rise and fall of thoughts, I must question: then what is the difference between the outer and
the inner, because where I am aware of these—I am doing this asana outside,… I am holding my
feet or whatever it is I am doing, or I am chanting or I am reading, and the rise and fall of
thoughts, the place that I am aware of it—or I—is the same, there is no difference. In the outer
it doesn't register as 'outer', and the inner doesn't register in a separate place of understanding.
This understanding is one!—and in this one, the outer and inner happen in the same place.
Something quite different takes place when we bring in understanding into our practice.
Now this brings us to a point that I touched on a little bit earlier, which ties in a little bit with
the likes and dislikes—and this is called dichotomy. So I'll regress a little to talk once again
about doing things in a balanced manner, including things that we are not comfortable with.
And this ties into removing inner dichotomy. Often, there is a little bit of self-deception
involved in our personality. When we see things, selfishness rises in us on how we can harness
this or utilize this person—or whatever—to our own ends. And often we are at odds with life
and with people and with relationships because of this ability to uncontrolled dichotomy,
uncontrolled self-deception—so much so that we have not even understood that it happens.
Because the minute it rises, we mask it. If we see that we can use this person, we may start
buttering up this person, praising this person, and so gradually befriending this person—
knowing all that that this person may be useful to me someday, perhaps sooner than later; or
this situation is something of value to me. So we talk what we talk, what we say, and our outer
attitude may be very pleasing—and we may even come to believe that we are a pleasant
person and we are improving. But actually, selfishness lurks in the background. We have these
hidden springs of action that we are developing—selfishness. 'One day this person is going to
be of use to me.… One day this situation is going to further my aims.… One day this is all going
to be of benefit to me—probably sooner, probably in a few moments, probably tomorrow.' And
so the inner selfishness increases though the outward pleasantness seems to convince us, or we
convince ourselves that, look, we are so pleasant, and actually they praise my pleasantness—
and they seem to like me! I must be doing something right! This dichotomy fools us from seeing
our own selves, or our own nature. As long as we keep on this charade, we can never only see
ourselves but we increase our confusion—and, actually, we degenerate: we regress in
evolution. We go the other way: we get worse, and we don't realize it. Society may praise you
for your outward pleasantness and your manners and things like that—but see, the wheels are
always turning, because pleasantness can make a lot of money for you, too. It can increase
that—we know that. What we call 'customer service' may not really be serviceful, it may just be
a way to make more money. The heart has to be into it. I am not saying that service and
pleasantness are not important; but if it is the means to increase or further my personal gains, I
am increasing my personal selfishness while outwardly I am getting good at being pleasant. This
dichotomy or split in consciousness will take a long time to heal. It will be very difficult because
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we just will not know with which means to cure ourselves. So dichotomy and self-deception
have to be avoided. If you don't understand something, don't say 'I got it.' You haven't
understood something. What is so wrong with 'I don’t understand'? When you approach every
little thing, you approach it with that first time look—without relying on thought, and you learn
to keep thought out. When you learn to keep thought out, you learn to keep cleverness out,
you learn to approach things with what is called a simple mind.
See, you cannot simplify life. People say 'My life is very complicated.' It's impossible! Life is just
what it is. It's like a stream—and it's one. Everything is interconnected in life. How can it be
complicated? We have become complicated. Our mind has become complicated—and that is
what we need to simplify. There is a saying that Swami Sivananda had—he said: 'You need a lot
more of 'sadhu' mentality, and a lot less of this 'babu' mentality which has to be let go.'
Sadhu—people often hear the word 'sadhu', they think of a bearded Swami roaming around
somewhere and say, 'He's a sadhu. He's a monk or some kind of ascetic.' But a sadhu is not an
ascetic. A sadhu is a person who's a simple person. Sadhu comes from the word 'sadhana'
which means simple. Simple means what is in his heart, in his understanding, in his mind, is also
in his words, is also in his action. There is no duplicity, there is no hidden motive. If you were to
put it simply, what you see is what you get. But that is not so easy, because we have become so
artificial, and we say, or we feel, we justify 'You have to be this way or you cannot make it in
this world.' Well, you can make it in this world without being deceptive. Matter of fact, with
deceptiveness you cannot make it, because though you may make it out there, if you break it
inside, what have you really made?—because all those things are in time process. All those
things have to be left behind. All those things are not going to give you the happiness and joy.
All those things don't contribute to growth. It is—growth is internal, growth is goodness. How
does having all of that—at the cost of goodness—promote goodness? How can that happen?
When you use goodness to get those trinkets, how can you experience goodness which is the
foundation or the essence of joy, of peace? How is it possible?
So, yoga involves a lot of understanding and a lot of care. And in sharpening this edge, we have
to approach it with a tremendous sense of self-honesty that keeps selfless action and
dichotomy completely out of bay. A thorough and total and well-integrated development of all
facets of our personality, but all of those facets are means of an inner development which must
happen—and that must not be lost sight of. The doing, which is the outer, must lead to
discovery and growth of the inner, which is being. Doing and being must start being directly
correlated without any division. The outer and the inner must be thoroughly integrated—and
this is why we practice.
We've talked earlier about the limbs of yoga in other talks and other videos, and we'll talk
about and summarize it a little bit as we bring this session to a close.
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The beginning limbs of yoga are called yama and niyama, which are ways to universalize our
awareness. Yamas are the avoidance of what is not best and niyamas are better choices
instead. We spoke about dichotomy and self-deception, which are largely based on selfishness
or self-centeredness. So the yamas and the niyamas shift the gravity from selfish and selfcentered ways of living to universal ways of living. They universalize your being, and that keeps
dichotomy and self-deception at bay.
When we do the asanas and pranayama, consider that, briefly, as a physical and a vital medium.
I don't say 'means' because I see a medium. Through doing the asanas and pranayama—sure,
you will improve your physical well-being, you will improve your body and maybe get body
beautiful or lose some weight, you will improve your breathing and that will work on many ills,
including asthma, other breathing problems, and even bring stability. But the stability that we
are seeking is the stability of the mind. And so, if the attention is not inward to include the rise
and fall of thought—and also in the case of asanas, to look at where that energy comes from
that makes that little extra flexibility possible. And that energy is guided by that intelligence to
allow and enable this to happen. So if I am looking within me, the awareness is looking within it
to see what makes this possible. Because when I do the asanas, I am not trying to get into the
asana, and if you are trying that, you are totally missing it. Trying to get in the asana with some
trick or gadget or condition is not the purpose of yoga. It may be the purpose of gymnastics, but
not yoga. The purpose of yoga is the discovery of the existing oneness. And in such, my
attention has to be inwardized to include thought, which interferes, and what is actually
happening inward me or inside me while I am doing this asana. How does this flexibility come
about? How is it engineered? What makes that happen? There must be some movement of
energy, and it must be guided by some intelligence. What is the difference or separation
between me, my awareness, and that? If I include all that into the field of discovery I will also
see and understand something called self-surrender, that this personality is not needed in
doing the asanas—something else does it! And when this personality is surrendered to that,
and I decide I am doing this asana and hand the keys of the car over, something else does it, and
I'll realize that something else is much more efficient, much more capable, and all I have to do is
to make an intention known—and it does it! And similarly in our breathing, I see something else
that breathes, … that I am not breathing, I don't decide to breathe. Something else breathes,
and something else prompts the breathing or animates the breathing. So as I inwardize my
attention and discover a good many things, I also keep the continuous watch or attention on
the rise and fall of thought, and I find a way to do what needs to be done without the
interference of thought. And, we are going to have to use this in life!—because life is a field of
action, and it is there that thoughts interfere, too. And if I cannot keep thought out of
something simple like an asana, or chanting, or reading, or breathing, or pranayama, how am I
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going to keep it out of complex activities where it is so habituated to be involved, and to lead,
and to dominate?
So, it is the asanas and pranayama that bring us to cultivating awareness of the inner while
doing the outer. This attention is going to be very important because it itself becomes a
withdrawal from this inner world, or thought world. See, pratyahara, or abstraction or
withdrawal, is not something that you do mechanically. 'Mm, I'm going to withdraw from
thought, I'm going to withdraw from this and I am going to engage in that.'—that seems like a
little bit of a struggle. But if I learn to be attentive to what actually is, I'm not attentive to
thought. And a natural abstraction takes place, not by suppression but by interest—and that
cultivates our concentration; not a concentration of forcing the mind on something, but a
concentration where we are interested in something, so the mind stays there, and this paves
the way for meditation.
Let us bring to close a few of the things we have covered today in sharpening the edge: we
spoke about integral development—and the outer and the inner where the doing must lead to
being. We spoke about likes and dislikes and making sure that does not interfere in our
practices. And we spoke about attention, understanding, dichotomy and self-deception, and
how the limbs of yoga are geared to keep all these at bay—starting with dichotomy and selfdeception—by prescribing a universal, better, healthier, more wholesome approach; then to
the asanas; then to interest which develops attention and concentration becomes something
natural. But, the key to it is our attitude. If we want growth, we shall have it! If you want
development, you shall have it! If you want this inner flowering, it shall be! If you want the
games instead, and you focus on the outer, then you shall have those! But it may be at the cost
of the inner, and it may be at the cost of yoga, and you have to weigh for yourself if that is the
best way to go.
Thank you.
Closing thoughts…
We've covered a lot of ground today as we started looking into sharpening the edge. We
started with integral development—a way to develop the inner through the outer. We looked
at avoiding likes and dislikes in practice—rather, using them to our advantage. Then we looked
into attention, understanding, avoiding dichotomy and self-deception; the different limbs of
yoga, and our overall attitude.
In the next video, let's look at how we can keep thought out of action, and weakening the
existing conditioning.
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2. THOUGHT AND ACTION
Greetings…
Today I would like to talk a little bit about thought; and after that, towards the middle or latter
portion, also examine life—because life is the field of activity and thought tends to interfere
with action. And I think that together we need to have a closer look at that and see if its role in
our life is justified—and also perhaps, if there's a better way of living that is free of thought.
Every day, our lives are full of situations; and each situation stares at us, asking for a response.
As we look at each situation—'What do I do? And if I do something, in what manner do I do?'
But we don't often consider the purpose. We look at the situation and see the situation, and we
look and think about a manner of response. But what guides those two? So, this is something
that we don't often see, and this is where thought comes in—selfishness, motives, and things of
that kind. And later, we're going to come and have a closer look at this: it is that build-up of
that accumulative thought that we call 'conditioning' that has caused this mind to be so messy
and noisy and shadowful. It is nothing but all of that.
So as a situation looks at us, what actually are we seeing or what is actually happening? Not
only do we see the situation or face the situation physically, outwardly, but inwardly thought
starts talking: 'This is that,' 'This is that person,' 'This is not a good person.' So not only do we
see an image come—there's an image outside—but there's also an image inside, and that
image is mixed with feelings, that idea is mixed with feelings: 'This is a good person,' 'This is a
bad person,' 'Oh, I don’t think I like it,' or 'This is not for me.'
Those are not part of the situation out there. It may have happened one way yesterday—yes,
true; but that's not part of the situation now, until we know. What happens in knowing? Before
all this memory that tends to interfere in thought formed, the first time you met someone or
came across something, the intelligence was engaged to see what this is, what exactly is this?
And then it will know—based exactly on what it is—on how to deal with it. For example, 'It is a
rainy day, I see it drizzling outside, I'd better leave early and be careful.' There is no doubt or
ambiguity or fear in that—you actually see the situation and you respond to the situation as it
is. But—if you sit all day and listen to the good old television: 'We've got a storm coming! We've
got a storm coming! But we need to shut down and do all of this'… I'm not saying that the
television people are guiding you wrong, but all I'm saying is: you can look outside, too, and
know for yourself directly how things are—on whether it's going to rain or whether it's not
going to rain, or whether it's windy or snowy or not. And that can guide you. And you can take
the aid of other things, but you don't depend on other things. Where the only source of
information is someone else—or, your own thoughts and ideas from yesterday—what happens
is that you gradually start putting this inner intelligence to sleep. Every time you rely on others,
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you become weaker yourself. Every time you rely on thought—existing thought, notions and
conditioning—it's like giving yourself a tranquilizer and putting this inner intelligence to sleep.
So as life looks at you, if you too look at it with all of your enthusiasm and eagerness to know:
'What is this situation?', instead of 'This is this situation!', you would know exactly what to do.
See, doing by itself doesn't amount to much. 'I see a situation and I can handle it!' And most of
us can handle most of the situations in our life because we have familiar responses. But it takes
another type of intelligence to look at it and try to see what it is. And when you see what it is,
you know just what to do with full certainty—and there's no doubt. When there is no doubt,
there is confidence in your action. So, it slows down this inner mechanism and you no longer
are worrying and stressing about situations that have not come, because you start gaining the
confidence that, 'When indeed this does come, I can handle it, as I've handled those before!'
The more you are alive to what happens, the less you have to think and have a predisposition
towards it. And the more you are stressful, worrisome, and think about things very hard—way
before they've happened—the less you have faith in your own intelligence.
So it's quite simple! Doing by itself doesn't amount to much: you can look at something and do
it. But every situation in life is not just about doing, not just about going to work, not just about
this and that and the other to see what it is, but it's also about the quality of response—not just
to make things better or be more efficient at things, but can we—through doing—bring about a
better being? Now we are talking about something completely different: doing as a channel, an
avenue or vista, to discover and transform being. And how does that happen? With every
situation, aside from seeing the situation, there is the rise of this thought. 'This is that!'—the
coloring, or conditioning, or predispositions, or ideas, or notions. But you keep looking at the
situation, not at the 'this is that'. You acknowledge, you are aware of the rise and fall of
thought, but you keep facing every situation; and as you do so, thought rises and falls for itself.
What have you done? You are aware of everything that is out there, you begin to bring thought
into the field of observation. It is no longer outside—because it is really so! See, the place that
you are aware of things outside—and thought—are not different. Where I'm aware of you, or
this camera, and where I'm aware of thought, is in the same indivisible mind. So that is not
some kind of psychological jugglery that we are doing. We're actually functioning very naturally
when that happens. And when you do that, you see the prompting of thought or conditioning.
You see the situation. It's just like a good judge: he looks at one side; and as he looks at the
other side, he looks at the evidence in their hand, he sees what the jury has said, and he passes
judgment on what the book says, or what the law says about this, and what the final disposition
of the case is. So you look at the situation. You are also aware of the prompting of thought at
the very same time—and this inner intelligence can do that! If you can chew bubble gum and
walk at the same time, this inner intelligence can do that. Trust it!
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So, it becomes aware of both these, it looks at the situation, it sees the crying wolf, and it
makes a decision: that this is the right response to be done! All through the promptings of
thought, tell it 'But I want this!' But the inner intelligence is not concerned about 'I', because it
is not limited or bound by 'I'. It looks at the situation: what needs to be done?—not what I need
to do or what's in my best interest—and it doesn't! That's all! That is called direct perception
and direct action, and we've covered some of this before. It is perception without the
interference of thought, the deciding to act or the decision to act, and acting without the
interference of thought. This has to happen both ways. And as that starts happening, thought
starts gradually exhausting itself. See, thought is running on residue energy: the energy that is
infused into it—by playing with it, by giving it importance earlier; and when you stop infusing
new energy into it, the existing energy, or the residual energy, is going to start getting drained.
And that thought is going to go from thought charged with feeling, attitude, or predisposition,
back to a state of raw data, which is just an image—and that happens when you lead a life of
vigilance.
Our problem is all these charged feelings about them, labels about them: 'This is good,'… 'This is
not good,'… 'This is holy,'… 'This is not holy,'… 'This is religious,'… 'This is not religious,'… 'This is
approved,'… 'That is not approved.'—and what is all this? So why do we give the labels in the
first place? We give the labels because we don’t quite… what's out there, what's happening,
does not quite correspond with the inner world. So by classifying it, it helps us deal with it.
When something that I don't like happens, I classify it as a 'bad day' or 'something didn't
happen', and I know how to deal with things that I don't like: I can ignore them, I can be cold to
them, I can pretend that they didn't exist, I can ignore people—but that,… is that natural? That
person is there! Ignoring that person doesn't make that person go away. It increases that
ignoring factor which then is the seed of hatred. And as long as I have these, how can I truly be
at peace? How can I truly be happy? If these are the seeds that I sow in my garden, then I've got
to smell their flowers, and that is no way to go.
So we do these and act, put these labels thinking that it is going to make it easier to deal with.
But does it? How does a label make it easier to deal with?—because the next time, I don't see
the person, I see the label: 'That person's coming.'—and I deal with that person. But that
person's not coming, this person's coming—and this person may have come to apologize. They
may have come to make amends, but I don't see this person. So there are no more chances, no
more opportunities in my life. Or I see this person with suspicion: 'I'll give him another chance.
Let's see that he has to say this time.'—and that's not a fresh start. It's a fresh situation, but not
a fresh start. And as long as we do this, here is what happens: we build the labels to sort of
befriend us, and then we end up defending the labels. And because we have so identified with
the labels: 'This is what I like.'… 'This is what I don't like.'… 'These are our people.'… 'These are
not our people.'—and this 'our' includes 'I'. And so when something happens to anything 'my'
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or 'our', I take it as a direct blow on myself. If someone has said something, he insulted my
country; or he insulted my religion, or he insulted my ways, and I feel insulted. So first there is a
label, and then a label that is supposed to make things easier to work with—which it doesn't.
Then there is a further fall when we start defending these labels, or when there's even a
perception: 'I don't think they like us.'—and since 'I' am one of 'us', 'I don't think he likes me!—
and therefore I don't like him either and I don't go there!' All this is far too childish!—and all
this is not natural!—and this can, and should be, abandoned!
So there are two kinds of thought: there is thought that is just raw data, which is like a screen
captured: just a photograph of what happened. 'There is a person in an orange shirt—I met him
today and his name is Mr. Brown or Mr. A—and he lives next door or right down the street.'
And there is another feeling: 'I don't think he's trustworthy. I don't think I'll like him. Why did he
have to ask me that question? He's a nosy character. I think he's being a little bit too friendly.'—
and see all of this goes on, but that's not part of it. That only happened if we were looking at
him and dealing with him with the interference of thought—thought which says 'I like this in a
person and I don't like that in a person.' So this background of activity starts looking at him with
the senses, and it is that which actually decides everything about Mr. A—not being attentive,
not listening, not looking, not observing. And so gradually our intelligence goes to sleep. Each
time you rely on thought, you give the inner intelligence a tranquilizer. We get it all drugged up
and we are not capable of thinking intelligently. You may think that thinking calculatedly,
shrewdly, or based on all of your notions, is intelligent. But is it? It's not alive—it's a notion, it
has no relevance to what is out there, it was something about… based on… totally unjustified—
how can that give you a snapshot of what is out there? So you've got raw data; and along with
raw data, when there is any perception—which is an image, actual snapshot of what is
happening, a screen capture—there is also a charged feeling which is our attitude about it. That
stems from existing notions that we already have. These existing notions vehemently insist on
interpreting what is out there—and that is what we call conditioning. We call it conditioning
because it conditions the situation, or it shapes the situation, into other than what it is. So,
what happens? Not only do we not see what is out there, but we are shown something wrong,
a different channel—what is not there. So we miss what is there from moment to moment, and
we see what is not there—which is the vehement promptings of thought. Is this necessary?
So what do we do about all this? When we see the danger in staying the course, after we've
had enough of the chatter, the stress and the worry, and dealing with the mind that never
stops—it always chatters: 'This is this, that is that'—even at night so that it doesn't let you go to
sleep… you can't even have a decent walk or enjoy a cup of tea or do something simple, simple
pleasure, without the mind worrying about something. Now that is sort of a conditional change,
but when you see wisely that that is no way to go—not 'fed up with it so I’m going to change!'.
That kind of change doesn't last. Dissatisfaction can never bring about satisfaction. Ignorance
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can never bring about clarity. Clarity can bring clarity, satisfaction can bring satisfaction. So,
when wisdom sees that 'Aha, traveling this way is a dead end and I've had enough of it!—not
because I'm suffering and burning right now, and I need a better way and I haven't slept,… or I
don't need to be taking sleeping pills or any of that stuff—this is just not the best way to fly!
This is not the best way to go! This is not a happy life! This is not a peaceful life! Every moment I
have company that is totally undesirable—all these thoughts, all these promptings—is then that
something else happens!—and interest in the actual situation, which is the opposite of the
interest in thought. This interest is not casual interest: 'Well, I'm going to sort of check it out
and see how it is'—like most people say, 'Well, I'm going to a yoga class,… or 'I'm just, you
know, checking the waters out, see how it is, and then if it feels good I'll stay with it.' Anything
done with that is a waste of time! All you're doing is giving your ego a free hand—and it's a
waste of time because the ego has no energy for change—only to multiply and strengthen
itself.
So, interest counters familiarity or comfort. We have comfort in our thought—the known—and
we don't want to face it that what is out there is not known from minute to minute. 'Of course I
know it! I've been in situations like that for a long time!' I met someone some time back, and he
said, 'I know you very well.' I had hardly met him a few times, or maybe a little bit more. He
said, 'I know you very well!' Well, when you start doing that the intelligence has gone to sleep,
because you don't know anybody very well. You don't even know your own wife or husband
very well—because knowing is not something in the past. Knowing is something that goes on. A
relationship is not something in the past—that is dead. It is relating from moment to moment,
because we are all in the process of change. We're evolving, we're growing, and 'I know you
very well' does not allow change, it disallows change—and that is a dead end.
Taking an interest in things happens when you see the danger of staying the course. This has
got to be beyond a casual interest as we just discussed. When a real danger is seen, there is an
immediate release of energy. When a fireman sees a real danger—a burning house and a child
inside—he has tremendous adrenalin. There is an instant release of energy, and it doesn't
matter what the danger is—he's going in!—and he's coming out with that baby! That's all that
is in his mind—not, 'I'm going to try!' 'I'm going in! That baby needs help!' That's it! That's all
the fireman does. So when the danger is real, there is an instantaneous release of energy to
deal with things. Also, the inner intelligence is awakened! Because not just do we get energy,
but you also understand things very clearly so you can guide or deal with that energy. Along
with that energy comes the intelligence—and something marvelous happens! The ego is totally
disregarded! It's almost as if the keys of the car are handed over to this intelligence—and that is
the beginning of self-surrender. As long as it can endure, it must definitely lead to surrender.
Surrender is not handing the keys over in a moment of difficulty or trial: 'You do it now, and I'll
sort of watch—and if it suits me, OK, you can keep doing it, and if it doesn't, I'd like my keys
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back, please.' That's not surrender. That's utilization. That is some kind of hocus-pocus jugglery
that I don't even think we should get into!—but you know what I am talking about. Surrender is
not quitting either—so it's not deception, and it's not quitting: 'OK, here are the things, go
ahead and do it.' Surrender is when you know: this little intelligence looks and says, 'This task is
too big, and I must do it—it must happen! This is a real danger!' Your own larger personality is
roused into action with all of its energy and intelligence! And it's like a big brother being woken
up from a slumber. You know that tranquilized, drugged-out intelligence that we spoke about
earlier? That comes each time we trust thought. That gets roused up into action! And along
with it comes the energy and the intelligence.
You are not different from that! It's all happening with you!—so how can any of that be
different from you? That big brother, or that larger, undivided, inner intelligence and you are
not different! But you've just trusted the wrong company so far! You've trusted this little ego
that is incapable!—an imposter!—that doesn't even really have its own existence! You've just
made some wrong choices out of habit! When you discover that, you start trusting your own
larger personality—and that is surrender. You roll up your sleeves and you're still ready to go to
work! You're ready to put forth all the effort that's needed!—without the interference of
thought or ego,… and trusting the inner intelligence which totally disregards thought or ego. So,
this self-surrender cannot happen by some kind of ploy if it's done selectively. There cannot be
any selectiveness. Self-surrender is not a giving up. Self-surrender is an empowering! And since
the self-surrender is to your own larger self, how can there be any loss? Then, why the
struggle? Then, why the resistance? If you understand that surrender is not to some one or
some thing, but to the inner intelligence that is free of all this mischief—capable of making
wholesome, good, clear decisions—full of energy,… and full of light! It does things: it has taken
care of me! It handles my breathing! It keeps this heart going! It digests the food… I cannot
even pronounce the ingredients in the food that's found in the stores today… it makes do with
that, too! And it makes hair and fingernails and skin, and all these other things. Just look at
some of the stuff that we eat! And this inner intelligence breaks all of that down, too—goes to
the core level and finds something of value for you! And it keeps you alive, it keeps you
functioning, and it's always there! Why can't that not see clearly?—and why can't that not do
either? See! For that inner intelligence, it is also inner energy—and seeing, and doing are nondifferent to it. If it can see, it can also do! Simple example: when you want to get a class of
water—say you feel very thirsty—once you feel thirsty, that's it! That's all you needed to feel:
really thirsty. After that, the energy of this intelligence walks you down to the kitchen, you get a
glass of water, and it's over! You don't have to feel thirsty and then give a command to your
body: 'Well, I passed this resolution that I'm thirsty. Now, could you please take me to the
kitchen so I can get a glass of water?' See, intelligence and energy are not really different at
all!—even on shallow little simple examples. But we have to trust this. We've just trusted things
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in the world and our own notions and that's why we've got stuck up in what we call the 'rat
race'. The rat race is not out there—the rat race is inside! It is a track we have made of all things
familiar. Because the outer world does not correspond to the inner world, we work hard. We
work hard morning to night—for what purpose? We want to have things that correspond to our
likes, because what is out there right now doesn't correspond to what's in here.
Let’s look at this logically. Wouldn't it be a lot easier to get rid of this inner resistance so we can
accept the things that are out there and live happily with working less and have more time to
do the things that you need to do? When you're a workaholic, when you are so driven by this
thing called 'quality of life', standards, and things like that, there's also tremendous
unhappiness with things that are out there, because the outside does not correspond to all of
your greed,… to all of your passions,… to all of your hunger,… all of your desires,… all of what
you would rather have—when it comes down to it, and so, we drive ourselves. You may say,
'No, Swami, that's ambition, that's good, that's good to have all that!' See, it's not just action,
but what drives it?—is what we've been going along. Talking about the rat race, I heard a
couple of funny things about it. I'd like to share, so please just take the illustration for what it's
worth and don't stretch it beyond it, because it's a little bit funny. Two things about it: first
thing, the only problem with the rat race, is even if you win, you're still a rat! And the second:
just when you think you're winning the rat race, the price of cheese goes up! Now, take this
lightly! It's not the illustration, but it's really pointing to something important! This rat race is a
track we build inwardly: 'This is my home,… this is my family,… this is my everything,… this is my
preference,… these are my hobbies,… this is what I do,… this is my company and my friends—
these are our people! This is my community! Those are not ours!' Now, that is a life of
contraction, and I never can understand how contraction can make you a happier person. You
stand further apart, and one day perhaps, further at odds with people and things. And what we
call the wars and the conflicts and all of that—from both the personal level through a larger
level—is a collision of just this: inner worlds with other inner worlds! Any one in a place—
whether they be in some distant place in the Pacific, or in Europe or in America, or anyplace
else, or in the Arctic regions—their basic needs are the same,… their basic aspirations are the
same—whether its happiness, food, shelter, and some of these things, and maybe a little bit of
quality of life, love for their children, things like that,… and maybe a need to grow a little bit,…
so those are non-different.
When you have a deep interest in things, you start abandoning this inner world of labels; you
also start abandoning the rat race. But you've got to take an interest in things—not just big
things, but all things! Every little thing has to have your complete interest! There are no little
things, because interest activates passion, and passion's love for doing it—and anything that
you do well… you can remember when you've cleaned your closet or done anything well. If
you've cleaned your garage, (say you haven't cleaned your garage for a long time),… if you get
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in there and clean it all up, you may even sit back and have an iced tea or something and say,
'You know what? This looks really good!' There's great joy, not because it was something big,
but it was done in a big way! Anything done well increases your happiness! Anything done
grudgingly, even big things, increases your suffering. So, do things with interest! Interest will
pull out passion—passion that will be a love for doing it! Get satisfaction from the way you do
things and the love you put into things, and you won't have to worry about what comes! We
are told this in the Bhagavad Gita, where Krishna says, 'Don't be concerned about the fruit of
the action, be concerned about the act, about duty, about what needs to be done.' Things are
going to happen, or turn out, just as they are, regardless of whether I do it this way or that way.
So it makes sense not to do things grudgingly but with full interest, because whatever I do with
all my heart is sure to give me satisfaction, and sure to increase my happiness! It doesn't matter
if someone else benefits a little bit from it. Just look at nature—look at the cycles of nature—
everything is benefitting from each other! And this doesn't mean that you go and be a doormat
and lay down, but it just means that there is always the few tricky few that are out there, and
the only way that they know how to get ahead is on the back and sweat of others. This
manipulative, tricky crew is there everywhere! These parasites are there in nature and these
parasites are there in the human species. Parasites are parasites. It is not so much a specie, but
a type of thinking. So these are there.
So having said all this, where do we start? The first thing—to be attentive—is you must
abandon distraction. One thing—at one time—with all of your heart and all of your being. Now
this comes down to the very practical aspects: when you eat, you just eat. You're not reading
your mail or doing something else. When you take a walk, you take a walk. And when you have
a glass of tea, you have a glass or cup of tea. You enjoy it! But see, we cannot even enjoy these
simple pleasures, because when we take a walk, we're working out our problems: thinking of
things that haven't happened. And why do we do that? What does it solve? It may never even
come to be!—or, it may turn out totally different. But we think, think and think because we've
become addicted to thinking. And why have we become addicted to thinking? Because we have
put to sleep our best friend, the inner intelligence which can see, size up, tell us what is best,
and do what is best. We have made our path more burdensome, more difficult, and this is why
we constantly need a break. We hear people say, 'Thank God it's Friday!'—or 'Thank God it's
the summer', or 'Thank God it's Thanksgiving… or a long weekend!' We don't even call them by
their name, we prefer to call them long weekends because we like to think of time off, or a
break. Why all this?
Why have we made our pack so heavy? Nobody else puts their rocks in our pack—we do! And
why do we keep them there? There's a quick release, and this quick release can dump all that in
one instant—if you only will. This quick release is: abandon distraction—and empower
attention! Look at every situation that automatically tells thought and conditioning, 'Goodbye!'
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That thought starts getting recycled. The energy of that thought starts entering the system and
is released once again,… made available to you for different things that you need to do!—
whether it be repair of the body, or to act and do things intelligently. It's all that infused energy
that is in existing thought patterns that tires you and fatigues you even more. We say this, don't
we: 'I feel mentally drained!' And when you feel mentally drained, the legs hurt, the arms hurt,
the back hurts, God knows what else hurts—everything hurts! It seems like I'm having a hurting
day! But is this all necessary at all? We even call things the psychosomatic illnesses nowadays—
mind-body illnesses—and the cure as wholesome cure, as holistic cure—mind-body cure. The
connection between mind and body, the importance of this has been assigned since beginning
to understand it and medicine is beginning to embrace it, though little by little.
When you start taking in attention and things as they are, you stop relying on thought. The
energy in thought starts getting diffused and entering your system, and you have new energy
available to you for everything!—for repair, to do what needs to be done, and if nothing else, to
be cheerful, to be happy! Color even returns to your face! You start looking better and feeling
better! Now, you may say that this slows you down: 'It's a fast world out there, Swami. You
can't sit and look at everything! You need to be one-two-three or you'll be left behind!' Well, I
know what this world is! It may slow you down a little bit outwardly because you're speeding
up inwardly. And, it slows you down outwardly—not because it's not capable, but because
there is a resistance in trusting it!—a struggle with letting go! Though letting go is a topic in and
of itself, we can think about this point: this inner intelligence process is in real time! Thought
does not process in real time, because first of all, it is not of real time—it is off the path! It is
stored, it is infused energy, parents of the past. It has to be made alive. So the use and reliance
of thought necessitates bigger stores of energy to it. The health of people that stress a lot and
think a lot is not as good as people who lead simpler lives. You've noticed that, surely. And you
know the effects of mental stress. So when you start taking an interest in things, there is a
recycling. We talk about green energy and green this and green that, but there's green you! You
start to turn into yourself! Your energy becomes once again available to yourself to do all the
things. Your health will improve. And, to the degree that you trust it, to that degree, you gain
inner speed. It could be at that very instant, and if it takes time, it is not because the inner
intelligence takes time. The bottom of the iceberg doesn't take time; the little tip may take
time, but not the bottom.
So, there is a struggle with letting go. And that is the only reason why it seems that paying
attention to everything in real time is slower than paying attention to thought. Talk is like fast
food: it's stock answers, it's right there! But you know the benefits of fast food for your normal
diet, and you know the benefit of stock answers and the hypocrisy it commits to. There are
some people that talk in a very pleasant way but you know they don't mean a thing they say.
'Oh, how are you? How nice to see you! And how are your children? How is this and how is
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that?'—and very soon they get to business. But you know all of that outer stuff is just a show! It
doesn't mean a thing! But that has become so stock—those stock answers are there—so this
has become natural to them. Unnaturalness has become natural to them. And that is a
travesty—an utter travesty—where they are not even natural in their responses to people in
life. So all this has to be broken,… all this has to be let go.
Let's talk about practical things, and we are actually, just now, coming to the nuts and bolts of
this talk. Have a plan for the week and for the day. This plan does not make you mechanical.
This plan is to make sure that you do the things that you have found or deemed to be in your
best interest—and you don't do the things that are prompted by mood swings and mood
oscillation. This is to keep the ego at bay. If that doesn't need to be done, don't put it there. Just
like grocery shopping: if you have a list, you're more liable to pick up the things from that list. If
you go there without a list, and especially if you're hungry—you know what happens. And it
counts the same thing for different things: you keep a journal for the gym, you have a budget
for your home, and all these things—because it keeps the focus where it needs to be. Why will
you not have a plan for all the things, including your yoga practice, including taking a walk,
including a little bit of reading, including all the other activities. So, having a plan for the day or
week is essential. It doesn't mechanize your life, contrary to popular belief. When an athlete
has a plan or a log, or a runner has a runner's log, they don't automate their training: it helps
them diagnose. When doctors have a plan of treatment, and when they have their charts, it
doesn't automate your plan of treatment. So there's always this murmur saying, 'Well, the
Swami is talking about mechanical… is taking the fun out of life.' Well, it really isn't! You may
even have a log for the oil change in your car. At the same time there needs to be a process of
accountability. What if you don't follow that… and what if you do the other things that you
found unnecessary or counterproductive? Well, we're not talking about some physical
punishment—that's childish stuff and silly, petty! What we're talking: what is wrong with
skipping a little meal and using that time to do what needed to be done?—whether it was a
little study, a little walk, a little this or a little that. What's wrong with staying a little bit more?
What's wrong with a little charity at that point, just to send a little message to your own self.
I'm serious about this! See, you cannot change the mind by reasoning with it. Impossible! You
cannot change the mind by rationalizing, by reasoning, by talking with it—and you cannot
change the mind by giving into it, and you cannot change the mind by threatening it! The mind
is what it is because it's been misused. The mind is going to become what it can be, its fullest
capability, by using it intelligently,… by using it well,… by using it efficiently.
And, here is where we come to separating thought from action: facing every situation as it
happens, and looking at it with full interest, just like a little baby looks at something they're
given, trying to figure it out. And you give them something else, and they start looking at it.
Well, we don't sit and look at it in the same way that they look at a ball, but you get the mental
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picture. We look at things, we discover things, see what needs to be done—square hole, square
peg—and done! You'll do things efficiently; productivity, and things of that kind, will come
incidentally—you don't worry about it, because you'll have the perfect response to every
situation. When you don't rely on thought, that energy will get recycled into you, which will
further increase your productivity and capability, health, and everything else!
So, along with looking at things, we also have to include thought into the field of awareness.
Not only are you looking at everything out there, but everything in here, as we spoke, is also
being looked at because it's all happening in the same awareness. We're all waves rising in the
same ocean. Seeing or knowing that you are out there—where I see that is where I see the
thought. And in that one space there is no jugglery. You simply become aware of that one space
without any division! This wave arose here, that wave arose there, and this is happening there.
It no longer seems that the bird is chirping there, or that you are out there, and thought is here.
It's all happening in the same place—and something else very interesting starts to happen. You
see that that which observes, or that which knows, can also do, because the decision comes
from the same place where the observation registers. This is a very important point. And this is
where we start perfecting, or improving, our surrender. That which observes, that which sees
accurately, also does. That which knew and felt thirsty also went to the kitchen and got a glass
of water. But we overlook these simple examples, though they have profound teaching for us.
We rely on thought—and thought can neither observe, nor can it do. It simply murmurs and it
gets you to do. 'Well, go get more, and earn more, so we can make this happen,… so you can
get this,… so you can feel good.' Look at it, my friend. It's taken you from dead end to dead end
to dead end. Why don't we just abandon it completely? That's all it is. And the way to abandon
thought is not by suppressing it, … take an interest in life—in everything! And refuse the label
factory—all labels, without exception! Look at things that are out there and deal with things!
Challenge the inner intelligence to know what is it that is actually out there? It won't slow you
down. It will slow you down to the degree that you resist it, so you must be non-selective, and
you realize that it's an all-or-nothing game. Straddling the fence is struggle. See, there's a
difference in effort and struggle. Effort is necessary in all things, but struggle is not. Struggle is
the mind straddling the fence: this way, or the right way, or whatever—and what about me and
my needs and things like that?—which is an inner collision of two separate worlds.
Now, why does this have to happen in the same mind-space? I am one; the mind is one; this
mind-space is one; this awareness is one. If division did not take place, there would not be this
collision. And without collision, there cannot be resistance. See, resistance requires something
to resist something else—something to struggle with. And since it's experienced within me,
both the elements must be within me! Why do I allow that to happen? In one of the earlier
sutras or aphorisms of Patanjali, he states, yogaś citta vṛtti nirodhaḥ (I.2). Basically it comes
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down to: when the mind stays whole, without division, in itself,… rests in itself,… yoga happens
or oneness happens. In that oneness, anything and everything is possible!
Bringing this to a close,… every thing has equal value because every opportunity, however
mundane, has the value where we can see our attitude about things, the prompting of ego, and
do what needs to be done and therefore weaken the ego. And so, it has the value of discovery
and transformation. And this is the secret to getting over the mind! To be able to watch what's
out there, to be able to see the rise and fall of thought all in the same place, to do what needs
to be done rather than what I need to do, and to stay together with all things, to include
ourselves in things and merge into the largeness of our existence rather than receding and
standing further apart from it. See, there are no extra ordinary things, great secret, mystical
teachings, techniques, and all of these things! All that stuff is not going to help you, because
this confusion is happening within! This dichotomy, the split, the stress—all of these things
happen within. There are no extra ordinary things! If you deal with everything ordinary, in an
extra ordinary way—which is a wholesome way—the ordinary itself becomes the extra
ordinary! Little things in your life give you immense pleasure, immense joy. Energy returns to
yourself! You become happier, healthier, more wholesome, and you're no longer waiting for
that long weekend, or a break, or the summer, or a vacation—because, along with that
changing world, you've got a growing self evolving, moving closer and closer with it—and it is
great joy!
Thank you.
Closing thoughts…
We've covered a lot of ground today. We started talking a little bit about thought; then we
moved into life, situations, and response; and saw that the doing by itself means little—but
doing, as a means to discover and cultivate being, means a lot.
We moved forward into the inner world and the importance that you've given it unnecessarily:
the world of labels and division.
Further, we moved into the two kinds of thought: thought that is just raw data, and thought
that is charged with feeling, which interferes and conditions action.
So, what to do? We spoke about the danger of staying the course; and interest—an interest in
the present which counters familiarity. But seeing the danger has to be beyond casual interest,
as real abiding interest is what is needed to release the energy and intelligence within, which
begins the path of self-surrender.
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Self-surrender is not a ploy, and therefore we cannot be selective. Surrender equals
empowerment. All this takes is deep abiding interest, interest results in passion, results in love
for it, and love for something itself keeps thought out of the picture.
So where do we start? First, by abandoning distraction. We have to live a life of attention—and
this attention itself, when empowered, awakens or ignites awareness or consciousness. This is
not going to slow you down. It will only slow you down to the level that you struggle with
letting go. And you may notice a slight slowing outwardly till this inner speed of letting go
happens inwardly. So it is important to have a plan and a system of accountability so this
doesn't happen by spurts—and most of all, that we keep out the unnecessary interference of
thought. Effort is necessary in all things, but struggle is not. So in separating thought from
action, we need a decisive action within ourselves.
If we want to live a life that is based on attention—actually what is—then it becomes easy. We
bring all the thought into the field of awareness, just like things outside are—and that which
observes, that which knows, can also do—because the intelligence and the energy are not
different.
But we cannot be selective—we must be non-selective. This is all-or-nothing and straddling the
fence is the only struggle, or self-torture.
Just remember: there are no extraordinary things, ordinary things done extraordinarily reveal
their extraordinariness. Every spec of sand is scintillating with the infinite. All it takes is a
change of heart, a change of vision, and a willingness to stay the path.
Next, we take up 'Consciousness and Thought'.
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3. CONSCIOUSNESS AND THOUGHT
Greetings…
Life is a field of learning, a field of growth—not so much of learning about things, or about
people or about conditions, or even things in deep space. Learning and growth must involve our
own selves. We take this word 'learning' very loosely. Usually, when we talk about learning, it's
always learning about something. The 'I' stays unchanged, or unexamined, and we're always
learning about something out there. But in yoga and the spiritual life, the subject is not out
there, the subject is our own selves. And so, there is a rewiring, if you will, where, through
everything that we do, we are learning about, or should be learning about, our own selves.
Doing—everything we do—becomes a way or a means for two things, and we have spoken
about this earlier: to discover being, and to transform being. In every situation, there is a rise
and fall of thought—thought that tries to interpret, thought that tries to interfere, thought that
tries to suggest. 'This is what it is,… this is what I think we should do about it.' And the situation
is standing there right in front of you, your intelligence is fully alert—what is the need for
relying on thought?
So this weakening of thought happens when you include thought, as we discussed the last time,
in the field of awareness. And, you look at the situation—thought included—and thought
becomes an object no different from a tree, or a bench, or your breathing. It is something that
just happens, and you deal with the actual situation: what needs to be done. In that way, you
separate thought from action.
It is in our practice where we realize the distinctness from thought—our distinctness from
thought. And, just as we spoke about learning, we need to have a closer look at 'realize'. To
realize means to make real—where there is no doubt, no uncertainty, no ambiguity. So this
distinctness from thought has to be realized—and you cannot realize with contact. So we have
to touch thought to know thought thoroughly: the content of it, the structure of it—not from
something outside that thought is there, because you cannot realize anything, or make real
anything, without contact. If it still stays there, you can learn about it but you cannot know it.
For it, for knowing it,… realizing it,… you have to make contact with it.
So, we have to know thought without any spatial separation from it, because in reality there is
no spatial separation between you and thought. We have to know thought from the inside,
because if we are aware of thought, we must be in every iota of thought. Why can we not know
thought from inside? The ocean is in every drop, in every molecule of water. Does it have to go
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anyplace to understand the wave? Is there any spatial separation between the ocean and the
wave?
To 'realize' is to make real—which is direct experience of something. To realize and to know
involves being one with it. We cannot stand outside it, and it is only then that doubts are going
to be removed. For example, I can hear about honey if I've never tasted it before—that it is
sweet, and you know, everything about it—but that's not going to tell me what honey is. But
the first time I taste it, I have no doubt about what honey is. I never have to read more about it,
or be told about it—I know what honey is.
So, there is a big difference between hearing about something—to be told about its
nomenclature, being told about its attributes—and contact and knowing something. When you
touch something hot on the stove, there is no doubt in your mind. When the child is told to stay
away from the stove, and one day his curiosity takes him to that and he touches it—heat, or the
knowledge of heat or the knowledge of fire, enters into him. And there never is a doubt: he
would never touch that again. He would know that that is hot. And he would know that when
you say something is hot, what it is. So, thought is something that has to be kept out from
interpreting thought. You cannot know thought with thought! You have to know thought with
something that can be aware, or is aware of thought—which is with pure awareness. And since
we are aware of thought, this awareness permeates thought thoroughly! In that stillness to
know, there is contact with thought—which is a modification of awareness, actually—and
thought is known from within,… from inside! It may sound like I'm vilifying thought or
vehemently against thought, but it is not that! We have to understand thought, because
thought is not only the cause of our problems, it is a problem itself. And here, we are talking
about thought—not data, as we spoke about last time—but the thought that interprets
reality,… or insists on reality,… or poses as reality,… or that we mistake for reality—but it is not
reality! And so, we are looking at this projection, which is an illusion! It tries to suggest that 'this
is what it is'—but it is nothing more than memory! It is nothing more than an image that is
charged with feeling! How is that capable of knowing something out there? It is not intelligent!
It is set in time! It does not function in real time!
So, the image is not a problem. I've got thousands of images on my mind: I know what Mr. A
looks like, or what a watch looks like, or what directions are—to go from here to there—and all
that is useful. All that is very practical and necessary. When I land at the airport they ask me to
declare my citizenship and you say it with a straight face: 'This is it!'—and there is no doubt
about that. But, to interpret things requires intelligence: to look at things, to discover things—
and how can thought do that? A thought is a feeling about something with a certain disposition
at a given time. And it is this that is at the cause or the root of all our problems.
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So, what does it take? You cannot hate thought, you cannot beat it up with a pair of tongs, then
throw it someplace; you cannot put it in the dustbin. What are we asked to do, finally? A total
rewiring of ourselves requires a non-reliance on thought. When you see that thought is not
dependable,… thought cannot interpret,… thought is not intelligent,… then why should you rely
on thought? The reliance on thought should cease completely! That which knows that thought
is not reliable, that which knows that thought is susceptible to mood swings and oscillation and
sudden changes—why can't that which knows thought, or understands thought, understand
life? That which understands the nature of thought can also understand the nature of
everything out there—and can also do! We spoke last time: that which knows I am thirsty is
thirsty—and—can also satisfy my thirst! Then why does it all become so difficult? What is the
need for struggle in all of this?
So, that which is aware of thought is also aware of everything out there. Why can that not be
the medium of perception, action and experience? Why can it? Because it is aware of all things
out there that I perceive. It is aware of the action. What is the need for agenda or selfishness or
self-centeredness? And it is aware of the experience, too. So what would be the hesitation in
the empowerment of that?—a wider and more pervasive realm of our own existence. There is
no loss. There may be a loss when I give something to you,… there may be some kind of
perceived loss,… but in here, we are trusting our own larger self, our own uncontaminated self,
our own self that is more pervasive, that is more reliable. What can be the loss in that?
So, this awareness that we are talking about is not awareness of things. This awareness that is
aware of thought is not separate from thought: it is aware of thought from within. Similarly,
this same awareness that is aware of things out there is not apart from things out there!
Ultimately, we know everything from within. Otherwise, we cannot know anything at all. If
something is spatially, or in some solid, tangible way completely separate from me, how can I
know anything at all? All knowing takes contact, and that can only happen when you know
things from inside. And so, this awareness must be very pervasive and not restricted to my
personality or being. So we don't stand outside things when we know things. This is a wider
realm of your own existence. And, in trusting this, there is no loss at all!
Life has to be, therefore, heightened, because this awareness is not something you practice
selectively. See, awareness is not so much a doing, but a being. It is not something you switch
on to your convenience. It is who you are! We spoke last time that it is in everything, or not at
all—it is an all-or-nothing effort. And in life, just like physically or any other way, what you don't
use, you lose. So when there is this unjustified reliance on thought, we lose awareness. Every
time you use thought, you give a tranquilizer to awareness. And every time you use awareness,
you drain thought, or give a tranquilizer to thought, or you weaken thought. That choice is up
to you—completely up to you!
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In our practices, and in meditation—to be specific—we go beyond thought,… where thought is
exceeded. For thought to be gone beyond, there must be contact with thought. So in life, we
weaken thought. We separate thought from action, and we do get some kind of feeling from
our distinctness from thought. But there is an advantage there that we don't have in
meditation: there, there are tangible substances that we deal with—either a person or a
situation or some thing—and it is a little bit easier to see the difference between the waters or
the ocean, and a beach or a rock on which it splashes, because they are two separate things.
And so us and something—it is easier to see thought and the situation when there is something
tangible: there is some sort of feedback. But, in meditation, it's a totally different realm. The
content of thought inwardly is not different from the content of consciousness. Thought rises
and falls in consciousness just like waves rise and fall in the ocean. The content of waves, the
inner matter—the stuff of waves—is not different from the ocean itself. So if the ocean would
like to know the wave, it is not that the wave is out there, and the ocean is here, and there is
some spatial separation between them and it is going to try to bridge that in some artificial
way. It's not like that! The ocean is the wave! The wave is the ocean! The ocean has to know
the wave as its own self! And so, similarly in meditation, we raise the stakes—the stakes are
higher, because it's very slippery. We are so identified with thought, that when thought rises or
thinks, we think we are thinking!—and so we get carried away in it. So, unless we practice the
disentanglement in our normal lives, how to you expect to pull this miracle in the little periods,
or even longer periods, of meditation? If you play by two rule books—the secular and the
spiritual—where there, anything goes,… and here, we put on the holy-holy,… how do we expect
to bring about this miracle? How is it possible?
So, consciousness must abandon all of its limitations—and the loosening up ground where
these limitations are abandoned, is life. If it practices loosening up there, when it sits for
meditation, it has a feeling of distinctness, slight distinctness, already, and the observation will
happen with the least, or without any interruption at all. That is without distraction—and that
is the key. It takes sincerity. And sincerity is a natural form of discipline. We cannot say 'sincere'
without being disciplined. It seems that these two words are almost synonymous. Sincerity in
anything requires a sort of commitment to it. And a commitment to one standard requires a
disengagement, or a not getting mixed up, with things that have a different standard, or a
contrary standard. If I am sincere towards myself to improve my health, or to lose some weight
—or whatever it might be,… things of that kind—I would also be required to have a natural
discipline to cooperate with my own self, with my own aspiration, so it is natural. Discipline that
is enforced by others is something quite different. But discipline that I need to support my own
aspiration is natural. I want it—and I know that this is good, and that is not as good or a better
option, or not healthy—I stay away from it! What is the suppression?—what is the
unnaturalness in that? Sincerity is a natural discipline that supports your aspiration—and this
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brings about a regulated life. We spoke a little about it last time, about having a plan, and a
regular plan,… following it,… and also a means of accountability—and this is to ensure that we
don't have a leaky bucket! What is the point of working so hard—isn't it just like having a leaky
bucket?—and walking all the way to the river and walking all the way back only to know that
the water has since leaked out. So this is what happens when we live life by two rule books.
Trying to straddle the fence, have the best of both worlds, be a social busy bee, be all of this,
satisfy other people, be a 'yes sir' to everything—and—anything goes, or 'support our passions'
and things of that kind—and then come back and try and study, and meditate, and do these
things. All that is endless turmoil and not necessary.
Now, let's get back to distractions. What are distractions? And we have to talk about sincerity
before we talk about distractions, actually, because it takes sincerity to handle distractions. If
there is sincerity in yoga, you would do the things that are best, and you would not do the
things that are not as good options? Naturally! Distractions are not obstacles. They are not
obstacles in the least bit! People always talk about: 'Well, Swami, how do you deal with
distractions? Tell me.'… like it's some kind of obstacle—and like it's somebody else causing it!
So let's look at what a distraction is, and let's look at who causes it. What is a distraction? It is
just another thought!—a thought that rises and falls. And why do we call that a distraction? We
don't call our breathing a distraction. Our breath rises and falls,… the heart pumps in and out,…
we don't call that a distraction. So, thoughts rising and falling is the mind breathing. What is so
different about that? Besides, when you come into meditation, you are practicing awareness, or
you should be fully aware, or awareness should be engaged; and if you have a target or
something to sharpen your awareness—which is the rise and fall of other thoughts—it could be
a gain! How is that a loss? Because we get distracted, and because we get distracted, we blame
other thoughts and call them distracters, or distraction also.
So, getting distracted is the problem! But is distraction a problem or other thoughts a problem?
Not really. See, we have to bring the onus of responsibility very close. I cannot change the
things that are not in my control. And if I say, 'My mind is like this,'—or, 'I'm not cut out for
meditation'—or, 'There are too many thoughts, and what to do? Some other time.'—I could
never bring about change. I can bring about change when I know that things that I'd like to
change are well within my power, and that this change is better for me—it's a better option—
then, yes, we can bring about change.
Distractions are just other thoughts. And why are these other thoughts there? Because we have
been thinking them. Something that you have not been thinking about does not come into your
field of awareness—especially in meditation. When we've been thinking about it, our thinking
about it also infuses into it our attitude or disposition to it—is what we spoke about earlier. This
charged feeling is a little bit of ourselves infused into those thoughts, into those images, into
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those screen captures—and it is those that come back. So we come back to our own selves in
meditation—who is calling what undesirable? Well, if its undesirable, you've got all day to
diffuse them. You could live in such a manner that doesn't give thought any importance at all!—
and bleed thought of all of its energy,… drain it like we squeeze out toothpaste from a
toothpaste tube. Let it weaken! If it doesn't get any new energy—it's rising and falling itself is
going to burn its energy out! It has to weaken! It has to fade out! And if you live carefully,
through awareness, through intelligence, this inner intelligence, you would not accumulate any.
So, just like debt—the best way out of debt is, first of all, cut up your credit cards—don't use
them. The second thing is: you have to get a job, get income. The third thing is: you have to pay
off your existing debts. And the fourth thing is: you have to have a savings plan. These four
things are going to take you to financial success—at least a little bit,… at least a healthy state.
Why would that not work? Why would those lessons of practical life—that we know too well—
not work here? So cut up the credit card is a total non-reliance on thought in life. Then, we have
to have income, which is a new way of seeing things—not a way of buying things on credit, but
a way of buying things by cash—something real! And so something real called awareness has to
interpret life, has to look at life, has to act in life. And, when that income comes, it goes in—
because it is real and not charged with thought—it nudges and pushes thought out of
consciousness's space. It replaces old thought patterns—and that's like paying off your debts.
And the increase on functioning with awareness, is increased awareness. A new savings! And
this is how you increase what is commonly called sattva, or purity, in Sanskrit—by squeezing
out rajas and tamas, or distractedness and passion, and lethargy and dullness. So there are
terms for it in Sanskrit, but a very practical way to do it is to engage life completely.
Now let's talk a little bit about this yoga life. In the Bhagavad Gita we are told, yogaḥ karmasu
kauśalaṁ (II: 50)—which means: yoga is skill in action, dexterity in action, expertness in action.
And we get a very good hint out here in Krishna's yoga, or the yoga of the Bhagavad Gita: since
action covers the entire field of our life every moment, yoga must necessarily be there every
moment. And we spoke last time about a sutra of Patanjali, where yoga is non-division. So nondivision within and non-division and not standing out—me and the situation—has to be
prevalent in all of our life. And this brings us once again to no rule books. All of this has to
happen; otherwise, meditation is not going to happen. It's a little bit easier separating thought
from action and life, because action and circumstance seem to be made up of a different
material than I, myself, and thought. I see thought here,… I see the situation there,… there is a
little bit more of black and whiteness. But in this inner space, it's all happening in the same
inner space and in the same content. It's very slippery in there! The ocean gets often mixed up
with the wave, because the ocean is made of water and so are the waves. The substance is
identical, the formation of the wave is what tends to fool it—the shell of it, the form it's taken.
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And since it's made of the same substance, it becomes very slippery. And it's the same thing in
meditation. So, we need life to get the slipperiness out of it, to become a little clearer, and to
weaken thought a little bit: where the feeling of self, 'I-ness', awareness, or consciousness rises.
That rises in life; and when that rises it becomes a little easier in meditation because thought is
a little weaker. When there are many voices, and the voice of my conversation—suppose we
meet at a busy train station and people start chatting,… well, we might come a little closer or
talk a little louder if it's a very noisy area. Coming a little bit closer will make our tone, the tones
of our voice, a little distinct from the noise that is out there. And that will allow us to
concentrate on what each other is saying and not be distracted by all the noise in the busy train
station. Similarly, we need life, we need relationships, we need all that. All of this is immensely
useful, because it is there that thought has gained importance, and it is there that it must be
weakened significantly. And when that happens, the mood to meditate, the feeling to meditate,
and the naturalness of meditation comes much easier.
See, if the fist is closed, you cannot hold anything in it, can you? So if we keep holding on to
thought, how are we going to cultivate, or empower, or enhance, awareness—which is
essential in meditation? Because eventually, this awareness has to become self-aware! And
that is the final way out of things! But, to go beyond the mind, requires this awareness or
consciousness contacting thought, touching it—tangibly—and knowing it from inside. Because
the structure of one thought is the same as the structure of all thought. And all our problems—
the content of them—is thought! What is worry? What is anger? What is fear? What is stress?
All that is experienced in the mind! And what is the content of the mind if not thought—limited
thought—and then the undivided mind is thought that is not perverse or that hasn't taken a
wrong turn—so it's necessary, life is necessary! And, you can't go too far if you sit and row in a
boat and you're tied to the dock, can you? So if we insist on holding on to those labels, to all
those attachments and petty ways of thinking and functioning, or to a second rule book that is
convenient—for whatever reason—how are we going to go beyond thought? Because all of
that separateness is thought. And if you reinforce thought, how would you go beyond it? And
the content of all of our problems is thought—and how would you go beyond them and know
happiness or peace? So even if we don't talk about self-knowledge and self-realization, and all
of these, how is life, free of sorrow, possible without mastery of mind? Because all these things
that hurt us: sorrow, pain, grief, stress, anger, worry—all of this—the content of them is
thought. And if we empower thought, we empower our grief, we strengthen our grief—how is
it possible to go beyond them? Not with the things of the world, because they cannot remove
that! Ultimately, they stay there and my sorrows are still here. I can be distracted for a little bit
of time with some shiny things, but then I'm back with myself. I cannot keep playing with shiny
things until the last minute—and that's pretty much what, unfortunately, has become the case
with many. Make a lot of money so when you retire you have a lot of options of doing things:
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play golf in the morning, and do something else in the afternoon, and be distracted this way in
the evening, and then socialize and be distracted that way in the evening, and then go to sleep.
Wake up in the morning and be distracted from morning to evening—and then go to sleep.
Now, think about it—is that some life? We work very hard for 40 years, 35 years or more, to
make money towards a good retirement. And that retirement allows us to travel here, go there,
see our loved ones, play with the grandkids, go to Disney—be distracted!—from morning till
evening—go there, do that, do this—always doing, always going—so that we cannot look at
being… but be distracted. And when we leave, all of that still stays here. And what have we
accomplished? Work to earn money, use the money to be distracted, and then finally we die.
So think about it.
Now, back to meditation. We spoke enough about loosening the fist of thought, opening the
palm of thought. We have to go beyond it—and for that, meditation is essential. In the earlier
videos, especially in Meditation 201, I've spoken about the use of the mantra in meditation, and
contact with the mantra. That is what becomes critical. That is the phase called 'mastery of
mind'.
So let us briefly look into it. I won't go into the actual meditation (the video is on the website
and on YouTube, and you can download those), but as we still ourselves and we introduce the
mantra to the rhythm of our breathing—mentally, not aloud—we repeat the mantra one time
while we breath in, and one time while we breath out, or exhale. Then, a feeling or a question
should arise just one time—or a prompt—just one time in your mind: 'What is this mantra?
What is it made of?'—and, 'How come I am hearing this mantra within me?' The feeling that
should grip your heart at this point is 'I am one!' Still, 'This mantra seems to be distinct from
me. How does something distinct from me, arise in me, and how am I able to be aware of it?'
That should sort of ignite your curiosity. It's not that you repeat all of this, but every feeling—if
we try to verbalize it, we would go into a little bit more detail—and that's what I'm trying to do
out here. So this feeling to inquire into the mantra should grip you. Then, the awareness starts
to investigate the mantra—not by moving towards it, because we've already covered that the
mantra is being heard within you. You don't move from something within you—like a
submersible diver moving down someplace to look at something at the ocean's depth, or at a
deeper depth. It's not like that. There is no space between you and thought! You become very
still. In that stillness, you have to know the content of thought from within it. If you are aware
of thought, this awareness to know thought must permeate thought. Otherwise, I cannot know
thought as it happens thoroughly. I can be aware of every single thought. To be aware of it, I
must be permeating that thought. I must then realize, or make real, or be able to experience,
what this content of thought is. How is it that within me, something that seems distinct—and
there must be distinctness for experience—the experiencer and the experience,… there must
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be some sort of feeling of distinctness—how can that be when I'm one? The intelligence gets
roused into action. If you are passionate about this—and you must be passionate or you cannot
meditate—the intelligence gets completely roused into action. Other thoughts may rise and fall,
but when you are passionate about something, there is a great love for it. And when there is a
great love for something, there is no love for those petty little thoughts that will come up on
the stage and exhaust themselves like tired dancers. There is nothing they can do to you! And
that is why we practice this throughout our day.
So, what does meditation require finally? In this second stage, it requires contact with thought.
When I understand thought from within—directly—not being told about it, not reading about
it—because, you see, it's got this word 'about' in the middle: I'm studying about thought. I can
do that in a book, but I cannot study thought. When scientists want to study something, they
don't study about it, they study that in college. They get in the lab and they observe. They know
it from within. And so, meditation requires that 'about' to be dispensed with. All of the 'about'
is in the realm of thought and ignorance. Direct knowledge is something quite different. 'About'
and 'space' does not exist out there at all. It requires a tremendous level of stillness. Stillness,
we mentioned, of the body, of the mind,… stillness of consciousness,… where there is no
agitation or distraction by thought. We must have gotten over the oscillation of thought a little
bit to be able to meditate. And it is for those reasons that the earlier limbs of yoga come in: the
yamas and the niyamas. They are ways to universalize our existence from its particular, selfcentered mode to more universal mode where we are not agitated by it, where life doesn't
disturb us and we don't disturb life. When we come to that phase and the mind starts getting
some level of equilibrium,… some level of calm in the mind,… the energy is drained out of the
mind by that skillful, careful living. The asanas and pranayama, being fixity and seatedness to
the mind: through pranayama the energy is drained out of the mind, and through the body
through the asanas, as well. So all of these limbs, all of these earlier limbs, become extremely
important. And anything missed will call for a some retracing, and perhaps when the stakes are
a little bit too high. It's hard to pull across this miracle completely with the power of the mind—
not that it's impossible, but it's very hard. It's an uphill climb. It's better to do things thoroughly,
slowly, and with understanding.
So meditation requires a different kind of mind. And this different kind of mind is built, or
discovered, or enhanced, or cleansed, in life itself. And the earlier limbs of yoga become
instrumental. So life is a way of polishing, chiseling—just like the sculptor. To make a statue, he
doesn't add anything on to the block of marble, he chisels away at that marble to reveal in that
block what he had already seen in his mind's eye. All of life is a chiseling of the unnecessary to
reveal the beauty that already is. So life is not accumulation—it's parting with, abandoning
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foolishness, limitation—and if we use that to increase our conditioning, what have we
accomplished finally?
So, all of this requires a real wanting, real hunger. This feeling that this is something not only
very worthwhile, and not only very good, but absolutely essential—or what have I
accomplished in this life? What am I doing, finally? 'I make a lot of money, I'm going to leave
most of it behind for someone else, which means I probably won't even spend much of it—and
I have to save it for a rainy day anyway because I may get sick.'—so, there's guilt of even
spending or doing things with the money we ourselves earn. And then, of course, retirement. 'I
have to be able to know what to do with it—keep myself busy and occupied, or distracted, from
morning till night. So I work very hard, increase the amount of conditioning, accumulate money,
and then I'm distracted from morning till evening with the accumulated money, which is a
further increase in conditioning, and I depart this stage with even less than I came with.' Look at
this closely, and ask yourself if that is the best way to go. If it hits the gut level, then that is not
acceptable to your own examination—and it cannot be anyone else's! When you examine it,
you will insist on a better way to go, and that is, already, many steps on the path to recovery
and discovery.
Thank you.
Closing thoughts…
We started today talking about life as a field of learning, where we separate thought from doing
—and, therefore, doing becomes a way to discover and realize being. To realize is to know
something by direct experience, without standing outside it. To realize, or to know, we have to
be one with things… and, the ego, to get over the interference of thought. This is done by
abandoning our reliance on thought and using awareness instead, where we don't stand
outside of things and stand with things. This awareness is the widest and more pervasive aspect
of your existence. Going beyond thought does not really happen in life. We weaken thought in
life, but for that, meditation becomes critical because you cannot go over something until you
understand it thoroughly—there is contact with it—and in meditation we seek contact with
thought, for which we use the mantra.
We covered a little bit about distractions. Distractions are not the problem—being distracted is.
When we look at distractions, or other thoughts, as if we have nothing to do with them, and
therefore we can never get over them. The more we keep the attitude that distractions are
there—for some reason, call it karma or whatever—we will be incapable, and unable, to get
over them! Distractions are the thoughts, and thoughts are charged by us only.
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So, yoga—we mentioned—is skill in action. By living the life that is free of thought, we weaken
thought, and we make this mind fit to meditate.
We went over, we reviewed a little bit about the meditation using the mantra.
And, last of all, the type of mind that meditation calls for.
Most of all, there must be a real wanting, a real hunger. This, we'll cover a little later in the fifth
talk.
Next, we take up consciousness realizing itself.
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4. CONSCIOUSNESS REALIZING ITSELF
Greetings…
Yoga, meditation and life
We have been dwelling on the point of yoga and meditation. The purpose of yoga and
meditation, if you could use that word 'purpose' at all—and we have to use words, so let's try
not to get caught up in this—but try to see where the words are leading to. The purpose of
yoga, meditation, spiritual life, religion—call it what you may,… a divine life—is the removal of
ignorance so one's true nature can be seen. This true nature is already there. If it wasn't there,
it could never be seen. And since it's already there, it can never be attainment. If you have $10
in your hand or in your pocket, and you just haven't seen it, and if I point that out or if you
come to see it, you can't call that an attainment—you haven't attained something, you haven't
gained something, because it is already there.
So this brings up a very important point. To approach yoga and meditation specifically, with the
idea that if I meditate I will attain peace or I will get this or I will get that—I do this, and that will
come—is self-defeating. And this businessy method of thinking of our day-to-day life has to
change—not just in our meditation or in our time of practice, but it has to change in life itself. If
we are going to continue to live that businessy mind, that's the instrument you're going to
have, and that's the instrument you're going to bring into meditation. There is no on and off
switch. And if we create that by some kind of psychological jugglery, our meditation and our
practice is going to be nothing but deception and will get us absolutely nowhere.
So, yoga is not an attainment: yoga is a journey, a way of living, by which we can remove the
impurities—that which does not belong, to reveal that which is already there. Not different
from sculptors—and this is what they do, isn’t it? The sculptor removes the impurities, or
removes what does not belong to reveal what he has already seen in his mind's eye—so you
can see it. And so, yoga becomes a process of removal—not accumulating, not gathering,
definitely not an attainment.
As is the nature of the goal—we can use that word again because we have to use words, like
'goal', 'purpose'—but let's not get caught up in them and try and dissect them, because we'd
get nowhere; otherwise, we couldn't talk,… if the attainment or the goal is to see one's true
nature, which already exists, it's not an attainment. Therefore, it cannot be approached in the
manner that something will come. And this is where a lot of seekers make mistakes, or get into
a stagnant state, and don't realize it for so long: 'Oh, I've been meditating for 20 years and I
haven't achieved anything. I haven't changed.'—because who has been meditating? That
businessy mind has been meditating. You cannot switch things and have one mind that deals
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with your life, and another mind that does the holy-holy thing when you come back in your
prayer area. That is deception by any term. And all too unfortunately, this is the same that we
bring to religious practices, because even in our religion we tend to do things: 'Well, if I go to
the temple or the church or whatever it is and get blessings, this will go right in my life—or if I
do this ritual, that will go right or this will become right; or if I listen to this person, this will be
removed from my life. I'll get some kind of good-luck prescription,' (or good-luck charm, as I've
heard it called!)—and this will be set right.' This business mind has to be shut down completely,
because if the approach is wrong, we can never get to the destination. The approach and
destination are not two things. The seed and the tree are not two things. The seed itself
blossoms into the tree.
So, yoga becomes an alert way of living. And, it becomes a meditative way of living, where one
is concerned with true life, letting go of what does not belong. If we could do all of this at one
stroke—and you might realize it conceptually or intellectually—but to release every form of
attachment, every form of desire at one single stroke, then we wouldn't need to practice
because we would be in the state of yoga, or oneness—naturally! And so practice comes in
because we are not able to rise to the mark. And practice is not an incremental approach of
doing things in a block-building method—that 'I do this and I do this and I add this and I add
that, and eventually I'll reach the top floor.' It's not like that.
Each practice is a full attempt to rise to the mark inwardly where we can free ourselves from
the limitations, or abandon the limitations. It is because we are not able to cut at this root—or
willing, or both of them—at one stroke that it is called practice. And so, life and practice are not
apart, because how we live—and the mind that lives—is the mind that is going to meditate. So,
in what we call our normal life, or our work-to-day life, we cultivate the mind and we have to
be very careful in this meditative method of living or living meditation, where everything in the
mind is brought into the field of observation—along with things outside. That intelligence that
is observing the mind, observes life, and decides… looks at what is to be done, at the situation,
and decides what is to be done. Thought does not interfere in action at all. If there be a need
for memory, memory is recalled—but without feeling, without all of the likes and dislikes and
the charges that we have infused into them. And as this process happens, the charge that is in
the mind starts to diffuse, or diminish, or weaken, or loosen by disuse. It has gained strength by
use, as we have discussed earlier, and it will weaken by disuse. But, it cannot happen in a
vacuum, and so what has to be used and empowered is this intelligence, which is beyond the
'me', beyond little 'I', beyond the personal whims and fancies and gratification. And that has to
happen in life! And if you're not willing to do it in life, where life is necessary to procure our
personal needs—so we can meditate, or so we can attain peace or so we can do things—I
suggest that we evaluate things all over again, because I don't think that that's going to get
anywhere.
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So, life has to go on without the interference of conditioning or thought. And life and practice
become non-different. A life becomes a practice because we are thinning the mind in life, and
we are thinning the mind by looking through it in meditation—and life is living meditation.
These are all not steps that we have covered so far, but thresholds, if you can call them that—
through which we must pass, or which we must go beyond for the rise of understanding.
Why is this difficult? For this to happen, we must clearly see the danger in a life based on
conditioning, based on our likes and dislikes, because these likes and dislikes have no relevance
or counterpart in what actually is. What actually is, is—and it's in front of you. Our dislikes and
dislikes do not have their physical counterpart in the world—that's an inner world. And so,
when we mix them, we lose our clarity in understanding. When we see this, that my problems
are not because of the events and circumstances in life, but our reaction to them. Someone
calls me a fool—I'm talking to you, or whoever—and someone calls me a fool. I hear the person
has called me a fool—I may have done something foolish… I look at myself and if I have, I
apologize; and if I haven't, that could be a miscalculation on his part, or whatever—what is
there to get upset about? But the fact that he called me a fool, I don't like it—and now I don't
like him, or her—and now I'll avoid her. That's not part of the situation. They said something—
mere sound vibrations. I quickly look within to see if it's true, and if it's true—I thank him! He
pointed something out and helped me grow. Well, thank you very much! I'll fix my foolishness.
But if I wasn't foolish—if there was nothing that I did to bring about that statement—that was
that person's perception at that time. Why should I get inflamed? Now this is not a cool-as-acucumber trick, or something like that—this is a fact! That's what happened—and I deal with
that! I don't deal with: 'He's done this before!'—or, 'She's done that before—and they're doing
it again! They must be really mean! And I've either got to retaliate, ignore this person'—or,…
whatever. Now, that continues to build up on conditioning.
Awakening to the danger
So, we talked at 'sharpening the edge' that it's very important to see things as they are—but we
have to first see the danger in not seeing things. And this is called awakening. Awakening is an
awakening to things first as they are! In other words, exactly as they appear! Now, here is a key
thing: if we are not willing to act to awakening, or things as they are, we have not awakened.
Regardless of the amount of scriptures that you may have read, or verses that you can quote in
whatever be the language or dialect, or whatever skill you may have in religious activity, there
has been no awakening. To awaken to the absolute truth, one must first awaken to the truth of
appearances—what actually appears in front of you as it is. And if that hasn't happened, all of
the learning is still struggling on the surface and faltering around. Nothing has been
accomplished. And you can heap layer over layer over layer, but as long as it's going to stay on
the surface, all that is going to happen is an increase in desperation.
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So, the inner has to correspond to the outer, or the outer has to be what the inner is. What
things are, and how things are, is what we see or what we act upon. It's impossible to satisfy
the inner world. Every person has their own inner world, but there is only one outer world—
things as they are. You see that tree there and I see that tree there. I may like it, you may not
like it, and the third person may be indifferent to it. Well, the tree is neither good nor bad, nor
pleasing or unpleasing—it's just a tree! It's there! All of this is our own inner worlds, and all of
our problems is a collision of these inner worlds with one another.
So, we suffer because of this—never because of a situation, never because of what's out there.
Now, yes… there may be a little bit of physical suffering: if it's a cold day and I don't have a
jacket, I may be a little bit cold—but what in me says, 'And I don't like it!—and I'm freezing and
when is this going to end?' Is that part of the cold that's out there? No. It's a freezing day and I
have no house. I'm outdoors and I don't have a jacket, or it's very windy or it started raining all
of a sudden and I'm soaking wet. Well, the good news is: this skin that we have is 100%
waterproof! Try it! Nothing's going to seep through, so nothing's going to get spoiled! You don't
have to worry about it. We'll go swimming! We don't get wet—we really don't get wet! The skin
gets a little wet and we wipe it down. That's all! It's the best raincoat we have.
So you are 100% waterproof—what in you doesn't like it? That is never part of the situation,
and it's always our reaction that is our suffering. So our suffering… the cause of our suffering is
thought, which is a reaction: 'I don't like it! When will it stop?' And then the suffering itself is
thought: 'I'm suffering! I am miserable! When is this going to end?' So the cause is thought and
the suffering itself is thought. And thought is non-different from me. It's happening in me.
Therefore, I cause my own suffering, and I experience my own suffering.
We have to see this—not intellectually (we are discussing this and looking into it)—but when
you see this each time: the 'I don't like it and I'm miserable!'—and, 'When are things going to
change?' comes up in you, if you can see where they come up and you can see that they come
up in the same place that the 'I like it' comes up, and 'I hope it never ends!'… you must begin to
inquire: the 'I like it and I hope it never ends!' comes up here, in me, and the 'I don't like it and
when will it end' comes up in exactly the same place! How can I have two different reactions of
the same substance? If I make something with potatoes, how can I get green peas—something
different? I would only get potatoes! So, out of me, something different seems to be coming! It
must be some sort of jugglery or deception or illusion! And when we see that we are not only
the cause but the experience of pain itself—to ourselves and to others—to a degree where
change becomes imminent: now, here and now, that is called an awakening.
Something suffers due to something inside. And, this has to be palpable, real, it has to be felt in
every cell of our body: that my suffering and my pain is not because of things. The thought of
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suffering in me—why do I allow, why do I get mixed up with that? Let that thought be there!
What have I to do? Why don't I learn to look at it as part of the scenery, as part of what is out
there? There's a windy day out there, or there's a snowy day out there—and here is a stupid,
silly thought that is rising in me! Why do I get mixed up in this? This is ignorance! Why don't I
let it be? To recognize ignorance… this is ignorance! This is foolishness!—and let it be! Don't
hold on to that!—and don't reject it! It is wisdom that recognizes ignorance. And every time
you recognize ignorance, we strengthen the hand of wisdom in our life. And just let it be!—
without any disdain, without any hate—'This is this', 'This is ridiculous'—or whatever, or even:
'When will it end?' Let it never end! If I'm not mixed up in it, what difference does it make? If I
am not bothered by, say, noisy neighbors, how does it bother who I live next to? If I am not
bothered by the sound of cars and traffic here on the street—like it is at my place sometimes—
how does it bother if cars go zipping by? It doesn't.
So, this is what it comes down to: there has to be an awakening for vigilance. When our danger
is seen, the clarity with which you see danger itself brings about not only vigilance, but careful
living. Another example: suppose you are driving and the road conditions are bad and it's
raining real hard. When you see that road conditions are bad and it's raining, it's pouring, you
automatically drive carefully. Not just do you drive carefully, but you also make concession to
others who may not drive so carefully. The clarity at which you saw the danger… you don't have
to tell yourself: 'Now I must drive carefully!'—when the danger is seen clearly, you
automatically drive carefully and you don't get into trouble, and you don't get into accidents.
So, the ego cannot do this because it is the ego that reacts. This clarity is of the danger of ego,
of thought, of conditioning—and so, hence, it has to be beyond the ego and beyond the
conditioning. The ego cannot act, the ego cannot do this.
There must be 'real doubt'
Now, we journeyed a little bit into meditation and into the mantra, and the last time we left off
was an inquiry into the mantra, or an inquiry into thought. And we discussed that this little
prompt of feeling should surface naturally: 'What is this mantra? How come it's being heard in
me?' But one thing I did not mention last time and probably deliberately, my friends, is the
nature of this prompting. This prompting cannot be a conscious prompting that: 'I'm going to
surface this prompt and then I'm going to begin the inquiry.'—because that, again, is going to
be at the surface, my friends. When you repeat the mantra, and you listen to it, if you were
attentive—and we've been talking about attention quite a bit—you should naturally have some
real doubt: 'This mantra is being heard in me. It's being repeated in me and it's being heard in
me.' Now, for any experience at all there must be a subject—or someone who experiences—
and there must be something to experience. 'Well, this is all happening in me! I can understand
if it's happening there, and there's a car there and I see it here,' or whatever. But this is all
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happening in me, … and in me—in one!—how do two things arise? Some thing—some one—
and I'm aware of them both! Is there some sort of split in me where part of me becomes this
and a part of me becomes that? How does this happen?—and just what is this mantra? Where
is it being heard in me? What is the content of it? If you were attentive to the mantra, this
doubt should have arisen naturally. How come? This mantra is being heard in me. I'm repeating
it, and I'm listening to it. How come? What is this thing that appears in me as an object of
experience? I'm the subject—how does an object arise in the subject? If this doubt is real and
not intellectual, you wouldn't have to prompt. The inquiry would begin instantly, just like if
you're all alone at home and you hear some movement—it's like footsteps—instantly you
would be quite puzzled, maybe even a little bit worried. 'There's nobody else at home! What is
that? Who is that? What is going on here?' And so, that would come about naturally,… you
wouldn't need to intellectualize. 'Generally this does not happen…' and 'Usually I don't hear a
thing!'… And, 'I'd like to know what it is!' Now, that doesn’t happen, does it? It's the same thing
here. If you were paying attention to this and you knew that 'I am one'—it's happening! You're
looking within you—how does this arise? And that is called doubt—real doubt. Doubt is not
some sort of mix-up we take it to be—some sort of confusion. Doubt is just not knowing! And
when there is not knowing, the ego cannot answer that because the ego is part of the not
knowing. It just doesn't know what that is!
So, we become very still at that which is beyond the ego rises into action, because there is
nothing else that can answer this question: 'Just what is this?' How does an object—the ego
itself is an object—it cannot answer anything about the subject! It masquerades as the subject,
it itself is an object of your awareness. When you question an object of your awareness, the ego
is in the same category: hence, it becomes totally silent—and you sit and look at it. This
becomes real doubt. So this is not a conscious prompt we were talking about. I didn't mention
all these things the last time, because I wanted it to come about naturally. And if we were
attentive, we should have come to this bridge naturally; and if we missed it, then we could
cover it this time and talk about it.
So, this doubt ignites vigilance. Instantly one starts looking at an unceasing way to know just
what this is. And this vigilance is not something that looks around and probes around like it's
looking in your drawers for a set of keys or something like that, because the mantra is rising in
me. That me in which it is rising is saturated with intelligence—it is nothing but intelligence!—
because I'm aware of everything that rises in me, or I can be aware. And so, there is no
movement. When there is no movement, the vigilance is steady, like a flame. And here comes
another thing: over-reliance on thought is what causes us to search in a sort of a frantic way:
'Where is it… where is it being heard? Is it here?' In other words, trying to find or realize or
discover something spatially—with spatial separation—myself and what I am trying to discover,
or what I am trying to find—and for this purpose. See, everything in our life is fragmented: 'I am
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doing this for that purpose'—and I, this and purpose!—all of these are things set apart. And
they may not really have a vital connection to one another. 'I'd like to find the truth, but I'm not
really interested in living the truth.' Well, that's a different story.
Attention, not tension
So, our difficulty is just this: we are used to doing and not to being. We are used to doing
certain things: 'Let me inquire, let me look'—me, what I am trying to do, and for what purpose.
But, this vigilance is not about doing something. This vigilance is a state of being. See, when the
eyes are open, seeing happens. If you mention right now: 'I don't want to see that Swami
person sitting there'—and tell your eyes, 'Don't see him!'—the eyes are still going to see as long
as they are open. So awareness is there, and it doesn't require doing anything to be aware.
Awareness is being itself. And so, when you become still, you don't have to prod awareness,…
find out where is this mantra?… where is it being heard?… or begin this type of inquiry or that
kind of inquiry. It is an inquiry in stillness, where ignorance, the palm of ignorance, or the palm
of thought, has to be open till we discover that the substratum is intelligence itself. All along it
has been intelligence masquerading as ignorance: the subject masquerading as object. And this
has been the confusion that we are trying to get about.
The key for this is deep, abiding interest—not something casual: '… that I'd like to know,' or,
'Well, you know, ah, Swami, I'm curious to find out. I'm interested in meditation and I'm
curious.' That curiosity is not going to work in meditation, because it needs real doubt. Real
doubt needs real attention. Real attention needs a deep, abiding interest. Just like a scientist or
an engineer in a lab wanting to make a discovery. It is something that gets in their bloodstream.
And for this, there cannot be any secret alliance with thought. If you want to understand
thought directly—not study it from some textbook or studies as some sort of subject—but to
know its content directly: 'What is thought? It arises in me, in consciousness. Is consciousness
and thought different?' This is why we use the mantra. And if we want to know thought, we
cannot get mixed up with it. When a policeman wants to investigate a person, they cannot get
mixed up with them. And so, it's the same way out here: if we have secret alliances where we
dilly-dally with thought, indulge with thought, we strengthen the grip of thought on
consciousness. And then, consciousness is not strong enough, or aflame enough or bright
enough to inquire into thought.
So, our life has to be lived in such a way where we don't strengthen the grip of thought, and
this is why the earlier things we have been mentioning about doing one thing at one time,
doing it with all our mind, and not sitting and letting our mind drift in Memory Lane—even for
what we call our loved ones—to just sit and think about things. Why? It's not a loved one you're
thinking about when you think about them—it's thought! A part of you is thinking about
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another part of you—the loved one is somewhere else! And we are strengthening division in
the mind, which is the root of all of our problems.
So, this life and practice are not two things—meditation, life, practice—all these things are not
different. They have to be all clubbed together. There cannot be a secret alliance with thought.
That's like shooing the snake out from the front door and then putting a pail of milk or a saucer
of milk by the back door and bringing him in and then yelling 'Snake!' as we've already
mentioned. This cannot happen. Thought has to be watched without remission. And this nonstop watching of it weakens it—all the residual energy or the built-up energy in it—by disuse. At
the same time, we must perceive—we must not live in a vacuum. This intelligence that is aware
of thought is also aware of what's out there. And this intelligence perceives directly without the
involvement of thought. Action also results from this intelligence without the involvement of
thought. Just like when you are thirsty, there's no thinking: 'Well, I'm thirsty, and I think I should
get a glass of water.' You are thirsty—you don't even have to give a command to your body, do
you? The legs walk to the kitchen or wherever, you get a glass of water—and you're done! The
clarity with which you felt thirst released the energy, quenched your thirst—and it's over. This
direct seeing is also capable of doing. Seeing and doing are not two things for the inner
intelligence. Intelligence and energy—what is called in Sanskrit chit- shakti—are not two things,
it's a hyphenated word. The clarity with which you see, does. There are some people that are
very astute in the financial world. They see a good opportunity and they automatically invest
money. They see it… this clarity with which they see it, they invest it only then realize at the end
of the day—when they look at their balance sheet—all the investments they have made.
Through the clarity you see it—you do it! You drive on the road, you see someone about to cut
in front of you, you move out of the way. The clarity of seeing is the doing. And why can't the
same intelligence handle your life, then? It handles other aspects of your life. We have been
discussing how this works.
So, when this happens, thought starts weakening by disuse and it returns to its space—its
rightful place—as a function in consciousness instead of a parallel government. Here's
intelligence, and here is thought, and thought and intelligence seem to be having a war or a
conflict or a talking contest—if nothing else—in me,… a chat. This is what we call the noisy
mind. And what we call the silent mind is intelligence looking at things—and thought not
talking… just there as memory to be recalled and used as necessary. We become very, very
efficient.
The 'what' inquiry
So this is the 'what?' inquiry. The 'what?' inquiry is all about inquiry into the mantra—and
inquiry into thought, finally. And for that, we discussed, there must be real doubt. Doubt comes
when the danger is clear. This doubt ignites vigilance, from which there must be attention also,
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and deep, abiding interest. These are the central principles, and though they concern more of
what we talked about the last time, or the inquiry into the mantra, I felt to talk about it now—
so perhaps you had a chance to either come to that realization on your own, or just have a
question which could be answered at this point in this talk.
The 'who' inquiry
Now, let's go further. From the 'what?' inquiry, when the 'what?' has been resolved, then the
'who?' can begin. It's a very uphill and daunting task to try and begin the 'who?' directly—to sit
and close your eyes and inquire, 'Who am I?' When we are troubled with thought, when we still
have attachments and we still have things. So we use the 'what?' initially to understand thought
so that there could be a little bit of calm, balance and resolve in the psyche, in the inner
awareness, where thought is not trying to impinge on it. When there is this balance and calm,
the inquiry into oneself can begin. We can do a direct inquiry here, too, and sit and inquire into
'Who am I?' But again, that's an uphill climb—not that it cannot be done without toys, without
things, and we are not using toys, but we are simply using a guiderail to keep us alert, because
it could become very easy that we start intellectualizing or reach some state that has been
manufactured by thought. If thought can create a dream in sleep, why can it not create these
states in your meditation? So we approach it with a lot of caution, knowing it's a steep path,
and we look within—but beyond the mantra—at the dichotomy. Again, the question of doubt
comes up, and this is another reason why I'm talking about doubt here—because we have to
use doubt again in this inquiry of 'Who am I?' With the use of the mantra, it takes this shape.
Am I the repeater of the mantra, or am I the listener of the mantra? Am I two?—or am I one?
That's just another way of 'Who am I?' But we give some parameters or druthers, just to keep
from intellectualizing, because there is real doubt! There are two things: the mantra is being
repeated and the mantra is being heard. So first we inquire 'What?' Now we inquire 'Who?'…
'Who am I?'… 'Am I two, or am I one?' That focuses us to look within into our self, which is
another way of inquiring 'Who am I?' So, again, it needs real doubt. You look at it again and
again, and there's no interference of thought, because we've gone beyond that by inquiring
into the mantra. Now we inquire into that which has been aware of the mantra. It is aware that
it is repeating it, it is aware that it is being heard, or it is hearing it. Which one am I? And as we
do this, awareness is turned upon itself in self-inquiry.
What happens next is different for every person! And you may call it 'God's grace', you may call
it just a different experience, or whatever you will. But what happens then is a purely personal
experience. If we have been honest with ourselves so far in understanding the general flow of
overcoming our limitations, and yoga and meditation come down to this much,… or even call it
spiritual life; actually one thing: two ends of one thing like two ends of a handkerchief—the
removal of impurities so one's true nature can be seen. And that's all that yoga or spiritual life
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or religion is all about. What needs to be seen or experienced has to already be there! And if it
is absolute, it needs to be not only transcendent or out there or above—but imminent!—which
is in and of the core and substance of my being. So yoga is a movement towards its realization.
The impurities that we talk about are our conditioning—all of our thoughts, all our ideas, all of
our notions—which are not part of the physical situation,… our likes and dislikes. So yoga,
meditation, spiritual life, religion, the Divine Life, is a process of letting go—not accumulating,
not gaining, not adding on—but of letting go. And letting go is so difficult, because we are so
used to building up, to having—even our life built up for some purpose—to make this, to gain a
standard of living, to gain a certain status, to achieve the top—always going, always getting,
always becoming—that we have forgotten, completely, about being. Being has become a
stranger—we have become a stranger to our own selves, and this is what we call being caught
up in the rat race.
Some hints
Now, a few hints before we close for today—we've been sort of hinting—in all of what we've
talked has been similar, redundant, and we've hit on a lot of the same points, but we try to
come at it from different angles because we have to go through where the difficulties lie and to
those things that must be gone beyond. Number one: a good posture is absolutely essential.
You have to become one with the environment. When this body has to become part of this
room—not move, become part of the furniture—when the body becomes absolutely still and
part of the environment, the mind can also become still and part of the larger mind or
environment, or the inner intelligence. It has to regain its place in there, and it cannot do that if
you're going to be moving continually—adjusting, shuffling. So get on a cushion, get on
whatever we have to, and stretch—do your asanas a little bit every day—and get a good
posture: the back and spine are straight, the neck and head are straight—but not
uncomfortable and not rigid, and balanced. A good posture is absolutely essential. Ultimately,
the posture we talk about is a posture of consciousness that involves the body. Asana is not so
much a physical posture, but an inner posture. There is a sutra of Patanjali where he says that,
sthira sukham āsanaṁ (II:46)—firm, that means unmoving, sthira means unmoving; sukham—
pleasant. This sukham… and dukham or unpleasant or pain—and sukham, or happiness and
pleasant—are very interesting words, because kham is another word for mind or intelligence or
consciousness; du means a split, duality—so dukham, when the mind is split and there is this
duality, there is also sorrow; and when the mind is together or one, sewn up together, it is also
happy and pleasant. So sthira is firm, unmovingness—the same immovability not just physically
but inwardly. You become very still. Your whole being has to come into the stillness. And, there
is joy because there is no division in the mind. There is no movement in the mind. Awareness is
everywhere: it doesn't need to move. And this inner pleasant state—relaxed, pleasant, but
unmoving state is what is called asana.
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So, naturally, we have to come into the state of asana through all of life, for which it requires
first a simplification of our mind. I hear people very often, 'I've got to simplify my life. I've got to
simplify things. I've got to get rid of the clutter.' But, it is the cluttered up mind that brings
clutter into the home. And it is the cluttered up mind, or complex mind, that makes life
complex. So, starting at the end seems to be purpose-defeating. But simplifying our mind,
which is: first, as I think is what I speak is what I do. And, what I do is not different from what I
feel and what I think. So, from front to back there is only one in me and that oneness lives life.
And, doing one thing at one time and doing it well. So we break everything into unition—these
simple principles will simplify your mind. A simple life will result from a simple mind. When you
see a simple person, you'll see him living simply. But you may see what's called an apparently,
or an outwardly simple life, and there may be a very complex person behind it.
So along with that your life gets simplified,… your diet gets simplified,… and that's another
important thing because food has a direct impact on thought and mind and inner state. And,
then, your lifestyle: you must have a firm resolve in just this: removal of all impurities, all
conditioning—without reserve… without any lax—for one's true nature to be seen. And
therefore, you must keep a diary, also, of your progress. Have a plan, a rough plan of your day,
so we don't come under the grip of thought and moods and whims, and old habits and friends,
and things like that. Also have a diary by which you can chart your progress, see what's working,
and be able to make the adjustments as you go along—just like the chart that the doctor uses.
Now, one thing I want to talk about, my friends: fatigue in meditation. I hear from people that
boredom, fatigue, and all of this comes in—both physically and mentally. I would like to share a
few points with you on this: if you live by two rule books—the daytime, mixed up with thought,
or in your working day or normal day, and then try to come home with your so-called 'religious'
mind, or your holy-holy mind, and there we have politics and all of the other bickering and here
we try to come in—it is impossible! It's going to be that same mind from what we call our dayto-day life that is going to come in. And this mind is thought!—and over-alliance or an
accumulation or build-up,… amalgamation of thought. Thought cannot meditate because you're
asking it to be aware of thought! It's impossible! It tries to rise up to it, but it knows it's not
possible!—and so it starts getting tired and fatigued, both mentally—and we know when we're
tired mentally we also get body pain: we start getting back pains and leg pains; when we're
exhausted mentally, we're also exhausted physically—and so, this is an indication if there are
long physical pains. It may be that we just don't have the flexibility and there is some
soreness—but that soreness is not something we generally would complain about, because that
soreness is going to go away. Even if my legs fall asleep, you may want to wake up and massage
them a little bit—and they're fine, they're good to go. That's never going to harm. The issue is in
the other pain that grips, the pain that comes usually from psychological fatigue: a sure
indication that thought is trying to meditate, and it cannot do that. The ego cannot do yoga.
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Ignorance can never bring about clarity. If you want a mind that mediates, or a mind that is
spiritual, it has to be cultivated throughout the day. It is that cultivation that is a real
investment and pay-off of your life—not your pay check. And if you value the pay check and all
of the accolades, and recognition and name or fame more, you know the trade-off. There's
nothing that needs to be said.
So you go to work, you do things in relationship—all of that to thin the mind, to see what does
not belong, which is our reaction. To act in the light of wisdom, to weaken the reaction and
therefore the base of conditioning, and to raise clarity, purity, or what is called sattva. So to let
go of rajas, which is dynamism, distractedness, passion—all of those things—and tamas, which
is dullness, lethargy. So, rajas and tamas: dynamism, passion, attachments,… lethargy, dullness
lack of clarity—let go of all that,… habit,… and raise clarity, because it is this clarity that is going
to sit and meditate.
If there is a green log—or a log that's still wet—it has to be dried up in life and through life, so
that in meditation the small sparks can set it aflame. Otherwise, this miracle is not possible. So
there must be one standard, one rule, one purpose—and if you live your life on that simple
premise, the removal of unclarity, the removal of confusion, the removal of ignorance, the
removal of impurity, so my true nature can be seen, it will guide you well, and it will prevent all
of this dichotomy and confusion.
Thank you.
Closing thoughts…
The purpose of yoga, meditation, and spiritual life is the removal of impurities so one's true
nature can be seen. For this, you must awaken to the danger of reliance on conditioning and
thought. When one sees the danger clearly, unbroken vigilance ensues and sets the stage for
inquiry.
We begin with the inquiry into thought—mantra, being the representative of thought—and we
try to understand directly what thought is—not by other thought, theory and
intellectualization—but directly. When the 'what?' has been understood, that which has been
aware of the mantra, and that which has understood thought, must now be turned upon itself
in the inquiry of 'who?' or the inquiry of that which is aware.
We've gone over some hints in meditation:
good posture is essential.
 simplify your mind: it will result in simplification of life, lifestyle, diet.
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have a set plan for the day so we don't come under the grip of moods and delay, and
oscillate.
 a spiritual diary for accountability.


We have to live a life of meditation and a life in yoga, so this expanded mind sits for meditation.
The little mind, with its whims and fancies, the ego and self-interest, cannot meditate. It cannot
do this; it would result in fatigue—both physically and mentally.
Meditation is beyond thinking. There must be one standard and total commitment.
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5. REAL HUNGER FOR CHANGE
Greetings…
The earlier four videos in the Living Meditation Series were on the path—actual nuts and bolts
of certain thresholds that need to be gone beyond. Now we take a slight detour and talk about
some essentials. I've covered some of the points in other talks, but it's good to group them and
review them again.
Today, we'll talk about real hunger for change. Usually, when we talk about change, we think
about changing something, or changing a condition. It's always about something outside. 'What
do I change? Why do I change?' and 'How do I change?' But we never often consider change
itself, and so today I suggest that we start from the near end—change itself, and understanding
change itself—because when you start from the far end you get lost, because the energy that is
needed for change before we even come to it. And, I also believe that if we start at the near
end, those questions about 'why?', 'what?' and 'how?' will be answered as we go along.
What is change?
So, just what is change? Commonly, or generally or usually, a different condition that is
preferred to the present, or whatever we have in front of us. Now, this could be many things—
from personal to professional to spiritual—but a different condition is still a different condition.
Let's take one condition and work with it throughout this to understand change. Say I feel that I
must get healthier—in many different ways. As I go to the doctor, among the many things the
good doctor says, is that I should lose some weight!—say, 20 lbs. or more. OK. But the focus is
on getting healthy—and weight loss is one component of that 'healthy'. But it's very easy to get
distracted or lose focus from getting healthy—which involves a lot of things—to weight loss
which is just one fragment. When I embrace the fragments of the equation, I could go astray.
So, I start off by looking at the different diets available—meal substitution, for example—
calorie restriction, and part of meal substitution is the shakes and bars that I'm sure you know
about. I don't know about you, but I think that's what happens literally when you get with these
shakes and bars—you get the shakes!—and you go to bars! That's both behind bars—and the
other bars at the waterholes! But, those are the things that happen when we get acutely
focused on the 'what-why?', without understanding change itself—a loss of focus.
But, let's go with this: so, we go on a different diet—and, just like anything else—there is a high
level of enthusiasm in the beginning, because the gains are a whole lot more than the sacrifices
we made. Also, it's something novel, and I can sustain the energy—the oomph or the
enthusiasm—for a while, especially as I see the gains. And the gains are always good up front
because what are shed are the surface pounds. But weight loss on a deeper level is something
quite different. The surface pounds are easy, and I can start starving myself easily—but let's see
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what happens. Very soon, we hit a plateau. This plateau is a level where we feel it is sort of like
maintenance—'I can't shake the pounds! I'm doing everything else—I'm hardly eating! I'm
having some of these sawdust-looking bars!… and tasteless shakes that are full of all kinds of
chemicals! And, I haven't eaten any real food in a while!' And by real food I'm not talking about
French fries and things of that kind… I'm just talking about things that the body needs. See,
we're not just a chemical amalgam… that we look at the contents of the bar and say this is
going to replace. This body has got live cells!—and it needs to be sustained by live cells that
come from fresh fruits, vegetables—among other things. And, denying all of that is naturally
going to take a toll on the body. The first thing you see when you go on this meal substitution
plan—with these shakes and bars—is, in effect, in the overall outlook, and it starts with the
skin! The skin up here is dry and flaky—and a lot of other effects, too—including nervousness
and loss of energy. So, we hit this plateau, and this plateau is where it becomes real hard and it
seems like we are fighting every inch of the way! But, it gets worse! Then comes the law of
diminishing returns, where it seems that we're working a lot harder than the gains that we are
getting. And the best example I can give you of this is: suppose you go to the beach and start
digging—children go to the beach and they dig and they say 'We're going to dig a hole!'. Well,
initially it's all fun because we're on the surface and we can push a lot out. But soon, as you go
deeper it seems that quite a bit of what you throw out comes back in, doesn't it?—and this is
called the law of diminishing returns. We work harder than the gains that are seen.
So, just what is going wrong? Firstly, we mentioned: the body is not getting real food—live
cells—real nutrition that it needs. Why should the body be punished for weight loss? And why
are we so fixed on weight loss? We started off with getting healthy. Weight loss was one
component of that. Well, so are exercise,… so are moderation in different things,… so is
lifestyle,… so is being out in the sun and fresh air and not being glued to the chair—and things
of that kind. There's been a goal shift—from getting healthy or healthier to weight loss—and
we haven't seen this. And this is where the idea of enduring it comes in, and it seems like a
punishment,… like a struggle. But should it be so? If I want to get healthy, there are many,
many, many parts of the pie. The first thing is that I eat healthier: I look at the foods that are
still going to give me nutrition—wholesome foods that are not going to add on the pounds. I
look at exercise,… I look at all of that,… and every option that I look at, every step each direction
is a movement to better health. But when I get fixed on weight-loss, and equate weight-loss as
good health, then I have a problem.
So, what is needed? Keeping our focus on getting healthy, for instance, is very important—
because that will remind us of the entire toolbox we have at our disposal rather than small bits
and fragments that we can very easily get glued to—the other things like diet, exercise, being
out in the fresh air, and leading a healthy, energetic life that is not glued and fixed on to things
like just work, or an obsession with a few things. Each step, and each effort, will satisfy. Making
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a good salad,… making a good dish of vegetables and dal or rice or whatever, is itself
satisfying—because I know that that healthier choice is a step right now in that direction. And,
incidentally, what will happen is that it will promote weight loss. I'm not doing something for a
goal that I've set—a big goal: 20 lbs. or 25 lbs.—that is daunting,… far,… and someplace in time
that has to come. The changes that I seek are here and now! Every step is a step in the direction
of good health, or improved health. When this is taken, the change is looked at in its widest
possible perspective. There is no need for the stick and carrot principle that we applied to
ourselves. We cajole ourselves: 'Come on! We've got to make it! It's going to be good!'—and
think about when we achieve that, … and we keep pushing it. And that is why all these diets and
things don't work, because we are not trying to diet—we're not trying to die anything at all!—
and we're not trying to die ourselves. We're trying to get healthy! And why should these things,
these obsessions, come into the picture?
Results and effort
Now, let's look a little bit closer at the dynamics of what we are talking, or go a little bit deeper
and talk about results and efforts, because this is where we get dislodged in this whole process
of focus. Results, are effects—they are not change. And effects are shaped by many
conditions—some of which are not entirely in our hands at the present. Change, on the other
hand, is that which brings about these results or effects, so change is a cause—it is something
inner; results are effects, and they are not change at all. This inner change brings about outer
change, or the results,… or the effects. When I decide to get healthy, to be healthy—now I am a
changed person. And everything I do from that point on is going to reflect that change. See,
without this inner change, outer change is going to be cosmetic at best, or a struggle—and why
should we do that? Let's go back to being healthy and improving our health. If I have decided to
be healthy now, I'm a changed person! Changes happen! So when I go to the market I pick up
healthy things,… when I eat, I eat healthy things. I make sure I get exercise—not because I have
to lose weight and because of what the scale is going to say—but the exercise itself is a
movement in health, and why should that not be satisfying? Why should that not be joyful? And
just where does the stick and carrot come into all of this?
Change, is not in time process at all—results are! It's going to take a little bit of time, or quite
some time, to lose 20 lbs. or 25 lbs.—but not for change! The results or the effects are going to
take time—but change is not the results! Change is that which brings the results to us. A
changed me is going to bring the changes I want to see!—and that is what has to change first. It
takes time to lose weight, but it doesn't take time at all to become healthy. To become healthy
takes a decision that is firm and unwavering: 'I am going to be healthy now!' If that is felt at gut
level, naturally all the results from there on is going to be a reflection or an abidance from that
principle. A changed me must bring about the change in me or the change I want to see.
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Without the changed me, the old me cannot bring about a new me! This is something very
important that we miss. A new me has to bring about the new changes that I would like to see
in my life! The new me is a changed me!—and just how does that come in time process? This is
called sankalpa, or strong ideation, in Sanskrit—and we call that 'resolve', but it's a whole lot
more than resolve. Resolves are something that are more at the surface level—and that's why
the resolves dissolve! They don't stick! But this firm thing that I—not must be—but I will be
healthy, now, not tomorrow! What has tomorrow got to do with being healthy? Being is
something that I am right now—I exist! And so, as I exist, I decide—not will be healthy—but I
am healthy… from now on! Health is a state of mind,… it is a state of consciousness,… and if I
decide 'Oh, I will be healthy right now!—from this moment on—just what can stop me? I'm
going to make the right decisions! I'm going to shop healthy as my budget allows!' It may not
allow for everything organic—and it may not be necessary—but 'I'm going to do the best within
my means, and I'm going to pick the better option between the choices that are available. And
a new me is going to bring about the changes in me!' That is what has to happen! The
intellectual 'I got it!' doesn't work! It doesn't get it! If we really get it, or if we really get it, then
we must get it—that which we see! It seems like a pun and a play of words, but it's a whole lot
more than that! We've got to really get it for us to get it! A change in me has to bring about
change I want to see.
Now, just what play does struggle have in that? If I feel that I would like to be healthy—now!—
not just like but I will be healthy now—what does struggle have to do with it? I am healthy from
this point!—and I'm going to make healthy and better decisions from this point, and what's
struggle got to do with it? Struggle is: that if we haven't seen the danger in the old, and we
don't abandon the old, and with the old, we sort of straddle the fence—we've discussed this
earlier—and try to bring about the new. Now, can the old ever bring about the new? It can't!
No, it doesn't. We don't struggle in taking out the garbage, do we? The garbage out here, for
instance, comes twice a week—the garbage man, or garbage truck, or garbage service. There's
no struggle!—absolutely no struggle in taking out the garbage, because it's something that I
have no use for, and it's something that must go, and it's something that is smelling and it
belongs in the garbage—and it must go! I'm not going to wait till the garbage pick-up comes—
it's got to go sooner than that, sooner than later! There's no struggle in taking out the garbage
because I've seen that has no purpose here. Why would there be struggle in abandoning the
old? Why would we try to hold on to the old, which is for all practical purposes, like garbage?
And, we're not even talking about avoiding the old, out here. We're simply talking about better,
healthier choices. If we have decided that we would like to be healthier, then to stay with
healthier options or choices—where is the struggle in that,… at all? We struggle because we
don't get it. We get it at the intellectual level, but we don't get it. We've got to get it. To get it,
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we've got to get it. It's got to be something that is felt at the very core of our being where the
errors are made. Now, this is where the errors are made that hold on to the old ways.
Let's take a little closer look—and we're going deeper and deeper and deeper into this
mechanism of what changes—before we understand what hunger is, and what hunger for
change is. This core of our understanding is the deepest sense of our being from where we
respond to life—the deepest sense of knowing—and it is there that mistakes in wiring or crossconnections have happened. We associate certain things with joy, pleasure, security—and the
heart does not let go of those once those associates are made, because we have reinforced it:
'This gives me joy!'… or that, or socializing or whatever it be, doing things in groups always or
whatever it be… gives me joy! Now I'm unable to do my practice or things on my own. Because
once that wiring has happened—and it's deep-rooted—that 'this is joy-giving', then when I sit
and try to do things on my own—or, a bag of potato chips, for instance, is joy-giving, every time
I go to the supermarket, that aisle is going to call me!—and it does, doesn't it? But that is just
faulty wiring. If I've seen that these things are not joy-giving,… joy is something that only exists
in me,… joy is something that comes from good health, from good decisions, from healthy
decisions—and by health I'm not just talking about physical: physical, mental, emotional, every
which way!—then why should it be difficult to let go? And, again, we are not even talking about
letting go, we're just talking about one healthy decision to another healthy decision. When I
was a little boy, I remember going to the beach—the ocean wasn't too far from where I lived—
and I would walk down to the ocean and get these round, flat pebbles and I'd have great joy in
throwing them in such a way that these pebbles would glance on the surface of the water; and
sometimes we would try to see, with a group of friends, how many times we could make them
glance and skip the water as we threw it—and how far it could go, too! So, we're talking about
our good choices, healthy choices, glancing from one healthy choice to another healthy
choice!… skimming the surface of our day-to-day life, and moving in a state of improved
wellness—and, therefore, improved joy! And what does struggle have to do with that? But
when we look in the rear-view mirror and we don't let go, and we don't let go only because we
haven't seen the danger, or the harm, in the ways of the old. The old can never bring in the
new! It can never bring in the new any better than darkness can bring in light! Be very clear
about this! And we are not talking about abandoning! We're simply talking about embracing
healthier choices—and what is there to struggle with in this? Nothing at all! If we don't get it,
we haven't seen the danger in the old ways, and the only way that is going to change is by
severe knocks in the school of life. Nature is the headmaster or the teacher in the school of life,
and what we don't get one way, we are going to be made to get another way!—but that way is
very painful, and we don't have to walk that path!
So, we are not talking about seeing the danger and turning and hating something. See, both
these are extreme options: one is clinging on to something that we know is not good; two, is
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beginning to hate it—and that is just foolishness in reverse gear! But there is a middle way!—to
look from moment to moment and see—between all the options that are in front of us—which
one is the best… which one is the healthiest, and to take that as we go—not setting up principle
or dogma and another 'ism' and another preference,… that 'This is it!',… but at every state, at
every stage, and as we go along in every day—choose one that's better—and for that, we have
to be awake! And usually, this is where the problem lies: if we live in the thought world, we're
always looking at that inner world of preferences, things as they were—'the good old days'.
There are no good old days—they're just old! The good is in the present, because the present
alone has the potential for change, and if we keep looking at the good old days, we'll always be
old, and the old can never bring in the new.
So, what needs to be done? We need to awaken!—and we need to stay awake at the wheel!
Just look in front of you, and what choices there are! First of all, what the conditions or
situation is. What response does it require? Now, what is the best way, or the best response?
When it comes to health and diet it's quite clear; when it comes to other options: 'Now is the
time to exercise!'—take a little run,… take a little hike,… take a little walk—a brisk walk in the
sunlight or the open, fresh air! These choices are very clear to us, and they don't cost us much.
Within what is available, why can't we make healthy choices from moment-to-moment
without, once again, setting a precedence and say, 'Aha! This is it! From now, I'll eat just this!'
Well, why is that necessary? The seasons change, and as the seasons change we have different
seasonal fruits and vegetables. Why can't we see what is available and choose from what is
available from moment-to-moment as we go along? Why is that so difficult—to stay alert, to
stay awake, and to be relevant!
So, where is the struggle in all of this? The other thing we must see is that this thing called 'pain'
and this thing 'pleasure'—pleasure, the joy in the old ways, the comfort in all the old ways and
habit, and pain, a sense of denial. We have to see that both these are reactions in the mind.
Pain is a reaction that is experienced by the interference of conditioning with what actually is—
from moment-to-moment. Let's go over that again. Pain, suffering, or whatever we call it, is a
reaction—because we feel that inside ourselves, do we not?—that is experienced when the
inner world does not resemble the outer world, or an interference of conditioning with things
as they are. I see something and I say, 'It's not quite how I… what I thought it would be… or
what I envisioned,… or what I prefer.' What's wrong with it? If it's easier to just get rid of the
preference than to endlessly try to change things from the outside—and we know that's a
never-ending job!—to try—and it's not even possible!—but to keep struggling to bring things
there in order! Just get rid of the preferences!—and what's wrong with things as they are:
among them, what are the healthiest or the best options?… pick that, and do it in a
wholehearted way! And just what is wrong with that?
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So, struggle is a resistance of letting go the non-good; and the other one is: when we struggle
with it we tend to deny it. Denial is another thing. But we've already discussed the middle way:
looking at what needs to be done,… looking at the healthiest and the best option,… and doing it
with all of our heart, and with all of our being—like there's no tomorrow!… like, this is it! Each
decision and each effort has to be a masterpiece! It's got to be a Picasso that you have set out
to make! However small be the effort: whether it means swabbing the floor, cleaning the floor,
or washing your car, or folding your clothes—why can't everything be done as the very last
effort that you would make? Because when something is done wholeheartedly, guess what? It's
joy-giving! Anything done wholeheartedly is joy-giving—and we're going to come back to this.
But now this brings us to actually what we started talking about: hunger for change.
Hunger for to change
We've talked about a lot of things, starting from looking from change out; now let's go back to
hunger for change. How do we keep this, and what is this hunger for change? Firstly, we must
see that change is a cause—not an effect,… not a result. The results just come! When I have
changed, that new me is going to make healthy decisions—including diet, exercise, and all of
that in keeping with the example we have taken today. And, the results or the effects are going
to come in time!—I need not run after them. So, what is really needed is a shift in
understanding. That must happen. And so, even in what we are talking about, this hunger for
change becomes a mute point. It becomes a hunger to change, because we are talking about
changing me, we are talking about being change, and when we talking about changing me—
something that is immediate—it becomes a hunger to change because I can change that now! A
hunger for change, again, feels like something in time process… hunger to change something, or
whatever. But we are not talking about a hunger for change any more! So, we have changed
even the topic that we were going to talk about!—and we're now talking about a hunger to
change. How does that come into time process?—the hunger to change? If I want to be healthy
now, what has time got to do with it? What do conditions have to do with it? I simply decide! …
from this moment on … that I am healthy! And every decision—because when I am healthy
inwardly, every decision that comes from that is going to reflect the inner change that has
already happened!
Effects, as we have discussed earlier, are shaped by many things, and they're in time process.
But!—causes are only shaped by us, and we must be very clear about this: the cause for
everything is our own self—for every blessed thing in the universe—is our own self, because
whatever is out there is relevant to how I experience it. Somebody may look at a rainy day and
may be gloomy thinking about it,… another person would just go simply put a rain jacket, or get
an umbrella—it has nothing to do with it. So the results, or the effect, have nothing to do with
change at all. Change has to do with cause; and if I change myself, the new change is going to…
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just like that pebble that I was talking about that I liked to throw when I was a little boy,…
everything that comes from that point on is going to reflect the inner change that already is!—
not must happen. Change must be for change to be seen. This hunger to change has
tremendous energy in it, because when I have changed, this changed me is going to, wants to,
bring about changes in everything. It's just like giving a little child a new bike, and very soon
they want to show you that they can ride that bike! They've only seen themselves riding the
bike—like the others,… older children—and it may take some time to get their balance, but in
their mind they've already seen that and they already want to show that to you. Sculptors,
when they look at a block of marble, for instance, have already seen something quite different
than the block of marble. We see the block of marble. And so they get to work, chiseling away,
to reveal what they had already seen in their mind's eye. In their mind's eye that's not a block
of marble, but it's that beautiful statue. And it's got to be the same way for change, and hunger
for change. We must already have seen: 'This is it!' and 'This is me—now!' And then it becomes
very easy—not to let go, but just to keep embracing!… just to keep staying with!… just to keep
glancing, as I talked about with that pebble!—from change to change to more change! And,
these results or effects—weight loss, which is one component in being healthy—wake up!… if I
do all the right things and all the healthy things—that will come! I don't even need to get on a
scale every day—it's just going to come! It has to come, if I make the right choices! And I need
not go after all that heavy meal substitution, calorie restriction—I just need to restrict
foolishness!—and the shakes and bars are part of all that! I don't know about you, … but shakes
and bars are literally shakes and bars: they give you the shakes,… they put you behind bars,…
and they take you to bars!—and there are better ways of doing things! We struggle because we
lose our focus. We embrace the components, or the effects, rather than the cause itself. And
this is why it's so hard to stay with change, and we make these resolves every year that
resolve—and dissolve! And we keep going from this,… keep hoping. Change has energy in it—if
we have changed! And, for us to change doesn't involve time, doesn't involve special
conditions, doesn't involve special equipment,… it just involves getting it! When we get it, we
get it!—all the 'its' we try to push ourselves to.
Change, here and now
So, why not just see delight and joy in the decisions,… each healthy decision,… and do it
wholeheartedly! This is the master key! To be able to do things wholeheartedly, we must be
wholehearted. And, wholeheartedness cannot come selectively. It's a way of looking at things
and a way of living. Everything we do must be wholehearted for wholeheartedness to be
natural in our life. We try to be wholehearted at things that are important for us, and casual
about things that are, well, not so important to us. But, why should that be? If we've got to do
something, and we've decided to do something or something needs to be done, why not do it
wholeheartedly? The first thing is, it's going to increase your joy,… the productivity and output
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is going to be better—and just what is wrong with that? It doesn't matter what the results or
the effects or the payoffs are going to be, if I have to do something, why shouldn't I do every
blessed thing—including taking out the garbage—wholeheartedly, and properly, and nicely?
Every exercise, every run, every healthy choice that I make will be joy-promoting, and there
won’t be any struggle when there is joy in every effort. But when there is no joy in the effort,
there is struggle. There is no joy, great joy, in shakes and bars, and so sooner or later we hit that
plateau we talked about and the law of diminishing returns. First of all, the body is not getting
what it needs, and now I'm giving it this sawdust,… and a can of something,… with all of these
things that I cannot even pronounce. It's healthy choices to healthy choices. Clarity is nondivision in the mind. When there is non-division, there's an absence of desires. Why should
there be desires if there is clarity? Clarity is going to make healthy or good choices—and go
from one good choice to another good choice. Why should desire come into the play? The mind
stays whole, and this whole mind looks at every situation wholeheartedly,… picks the best
option, puts forth the best effort wholeheartedly, and there is joy filled in that effort—just like
joy in job satisfaction. When you do something well, you experience joy. So something selected
well, done well, naturally is going to raise your joy!—and in there, there is no struggle! Nothing
at all!
Clarity responds to things as they are. It does not respond to our desires and preferences. This
clarity, or inner wisdom that we have talked about, or insight, or awareness, only responds to
things as they are. All these desires can be let go when we know that this clarity, or inner
awareness, or consciousness, or wisdom, or living wisdom—call it what you may, there's a
whole bunch of names for it—or just wisdom, is going to pick the best thing, so why should I
hold on to these desires if I have empowered inner wisdom, or clarity? Clarity responds to
things as they are, and the more you use it, the more it shines,… the more it sparkles,… the
brighter it gets! Inner confusion, conditioning, habit, old preferences—all these weaken by
disuse. One need not struggle with that!—just like one does not struggle with taking out the
garbage. It's not even 'gotta go, gotta go',… it's just 'this is good'—and to do it with all of your
heart, with all of your being—like there's no tomorrow. And when you do that, you really enter
a realm where there is no tomorrow, because a full-hearted way, a wholehearted way, acts like
there's no tomorrow, and when you act like there's no tomorrow, tomorrow ceases to be. And
change is always in the present! And, when you are in the present, change—or going from good
to better—is the only way!
Thank you.
Closing thoughts…
We've covered a lot of ground today—we started talking about change and what change is,
rather than the 'how', or 'what' or 'why'. And we used the example of getting healthy,… and
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how we get lost,… when our focus shifts from getting healthy to details, such as weight loss.
This happens in spiritual life, too. There are means, and the means tend to become more
important than why we come to it in the first place. And so, we spoke a little bit about focus, on
never losing sight of that—and, therefore, never running out of steam, or not needing the
carrot and stick principle.
We looked into results and efforts and saw that results are effects, and not change. Change is
the cause that brings about effects, or results. Also, change is not in time process—results are.
It may take some time to lose weight, but not get healthy. Healthy is a state of mind,… it is a
state of being. The changed me must bring about the change in me. The old me cannot change
me, just as darkness can never bring light. The new me is a changed me—and not in time
process. The intellectual 'I got it' just does not get it! We must get it, to get it!
Then we looked a little bit into struggle—and why should struggle be there? There is no
struggle in taking out the garbage. And, here, we're not even talking about avoiding, or taking
out—just better choices, continuously. We struggle because we don't get it. If we got it—there
wouldn't be struggle.
So, the core of our understanding, which is from where we respond to life, has to change. There
are the deepest areas out there for association of pleasure and joy—with things, and people,
and conditions. On the other hand, associating pain with them is foolishness in reverse gear.
The middle way is to see what actually is, and respond in the healthiest, and very best way, that
we can. See, pleasure and pain are the same!—they are both reactions of the mind. Pain is the
reaction that is experienced by the interference of conditioning with things as they are. It
seems a lot easier to let go of this inner resistance and preference and deal with things
wholeheartedly! Hunger for change must give way to hunger to change! It is then that things
become real! And spiritual life is a journey of transformation, a journey of change—but not a
journey of changing things! Things change on their own. Putting on a certain garb, and taking
on a certain title, or learning how to do certain things, or performing in a certain way doesn't
make you spiritual.
A spiritual mind, or a spiritual heart, is a return to its original state. When we have a hunger to
change, there is at once tremendous energy because it is instantaneous—here and now! Time
is not a factor: all is in place just now! The only requirement is a wholehearted, sincere wanting!
We struggle because of lack of focus. We get caught-up in the details and particulars and lose
the energy that is needed. See, nothing and no one can stop you from inner change! Those
words called 'resolves'—resolves dissolve! Change is clarity acting! Effects manifest in time,
taking their own shape—what do these effects or results have to do with change? Take delight
in the change itself!—in the process itself!—in the journey itself!—just like a job done well
continually. You will be in increased and increasing joy as you go through. Naturally, for this,
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there must be wholeheartedness in everything. Wholeheartedness is not a selective switch—
that I can be wholehearted in things that concern me,… intimately, or personally,… and a little
bit less concerned if they don't. That is the ultimate act of deception. It doesn't work like that.
Wholeheartedness is wholeheartedness—and it has to either be on—or it stays off. When we
do things wholeheartedly, we deal with what is, because, clarity, or inner clarity or wisdom,
responds to things as they are—and this clarity, wisdom, awareness, consciousness, rises the
more it is used. Inner confusion and conditioning weaken by disuse.
Everything we spoke about today works just as it does in normal aspects of our day-to-day
life—like getting healthy, and it works the same in the journey we call spiritual transformation,
or spiritual life.
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6. UNCEASING VIGILANCE
Greetings…
The 'seeing' is the 'doing'
We spoke the last time about change, and hunger for change is actually hunger to change—
because when one changes, everything that one does is going to reflect that change in good
measure. We took up the example last time of getting healthy, and how one can get
sidetracked if we focus on one component of getting healthy—for example, weight loss; and we
drive that, or we drive each individual component: that 'I'm going to eat right,' that 'I'm going to
do this, I'm going to do that,'—it seems like we are always driving ourselves to do that, and we
often wonder how long it can go on, how long we can sustain that, because the old 'I' is driving
the new results! That 'I' hasn't changed. It still has a taste, or an appetite, for the old ways. If
that 'I' had changed, then what it would be doing—like eating healthy, exercise, and all the
others—would be natural to it, would be native to it. And we know that whenever it seems like
a bit of a struggle, it has to be the old 'I' that is driving these so-called results or effects. Change
is the cause. When the 'I' changes, if I decide right now to get healthy, I am healthy—right now,
at this moment! Then everything I do would reflect that. It would not be something that I feel
that I'm doing or I'm pushing myself to do this. I am healthy inwardly and I have made that
transition or that change—now eating healthy is now native or natural to a person that is
healthy. If the person is healthy, then eating healthy is natural to it,… getting some exercise is
natural to it. And the same can be applied to everything else in our life, including the spiritual
life.
So, change is the cause and it is immediate, because what has to change is not in time process.
The effects, or the results, are in time process, but the 'I' that has to change—that is not in time
process. That is now! There is no equipment needed for that! There is no special training
needed for that! Yes, one thing is needed! I do need to see the need to change. If the need to
change is seen—is seen!—then change is immediate, and the results and effects will follow—I
need not chase it. And this is why vigilance becomes very important, because vigilance is all
about seeing.
Now, before we go a little bit further, we had a very big storm, a super storm on the
northeastern shore-board of the U.S., and states like New Jersey and New York, were hit real
hard—especially in New Jersey. In that, both the people that were afflicted and the responders
saw what needed to be seen clearly,… what the situation actually was in front of them,… and
did what needed to be done. In some cases, one may have felt that 'I'd like to salvage as much
things as possible'—but carefully looking at the situation, it must have become clear that 'I
need to get out of here right now because this storm is getting worse!… or… that roof may fall!'
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So when the danger is seen, clearly seen, the right action follows. And when there is looking at
thought: 'I would like to salvage,… I would like to do this,… I would like to stay here a little bit
longer'—if we listen to thought, and if thought interferes with action, we act without wisdom,…
we act incorrectly. It's not a proper response to the situation, because we're responding to the
inner situation—our likes, our dislikes, our wants—and thought is interfering with action: both
the clarity and perception, and the action that must follow.
Vigilance in life
In the Bhagavad Gita, the sixth chapter is the chapter on meditation, and it is very interesting
that Krishna opens with this grand flourish: that, without regard for result or effect, do what
needs to be done. Now, this is the chapter on meditation. You would think it would open
traditionally with some big definitions,… some big verses on meditation,… but it opens with
action and life: that if we cannot separate thought from action in life, then separating
consciousness from thought and meditation, or realizing our distinctness from thought is going
to be impossible! Absolutely impossible. It's going to be a struggle, and it's going to be not
much more than some kind of intellectual pursuit which must fatigue one sooner than later. So,
to respond to the actual situation—and not to thought—naturally, takes seeing things as they
are without the interference of thought!
Just what role does thought have in action? And we're not talking about raw data—names,
places, and directions and things of that kind—but we are talking about thought that has
nothing to do with the corresponding situation: 'I like this,… I don't like that,… this is good,…
this is not good,'—all of that. That is a personal value that I have assigned to it. It is this bundle
of thought that is conditioning, and it is this that interferes both with perception—which is
seeing things as they are—and with action, which is the correct response to things as they are,
or things that we have seen as they are. Vigilance is both foundation and the fuel for
meditation; and this vigilance is cultivated in our day-to-day life. Because our day-to-day life is
replete—it is full of situations from morning to evening,… conditions—people, things and
conditions—and each one of them demanding our response. And this becomes the perfect
training ground for the cultivation of vigilance or sharpening the edge, and we have spoken
about this earlier. Can I see?—can I be wholly involved and attentive in each situation as it
happens, regardless of its familiarity to other situations from yesterday. Can I look at every
situation fresh?—and do what needs to be done?—not what I want to do, which is without the
interference of thought. And can I weaken this whole base of thought, which is running on
residual energy, because each time there is a situation, there is thought, and this thought rises
and falls—and it's running on a residual charge, which is the charge or values that I've infused
into it earlier: yesterday, today, or just a little while earlier, or maybe a long time ago. And it is
this energy which I have infused into it with which thought rises and falls. Each time I look at
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the situation, while still being aware of thought, but not distracted, I weaken the base of
thought and I strengthen the base of awareness. This causes a shift in the center of gravity with
thought—which I have identified with earlier—to awareness, or consciousness or being—all of
which are the same thing,… with which I am functioning in the present. This is also what is
known as the increasing of sattva and the squeezing out of rajas, which we shall also get to a
little bit later.
So, vigilance is essential for meditation. And this vigilance is cultivated in our normal, work-today lives. If, in our normal lives, we are not separating thought from action, the hold of thought
of conditioning is increasing by the day!—and this is going to increase the amount of work we
have to do at some point when we come to yoga, meditation, or just leading a peaceful, sane
life and be able to let thought find its rightful place as a function in consciousness and not a
feeling or a part of consciousness that is subject, or a subject-impulse.
In life it is a little bit easier, isn't it? Because actual situations, tangible situations—that person's
there, this situation is here—these are in front of us, and then we have thought. It's easier to
see thought and its attempts at interfering if we concentrate on something tangible. It's a lot
harder to meditate straight across because in meditation everything is in the intangible
medium,… everything is in the mind-space. So it's a little bit easier to see what actually is if we
simply pay attention. And this results in thinning the mind, little by little, as we just discussed.
The very fact of paying attention to what is is a non-reliance, a non-cooperation with thought.
And every time I am attentive, and I pay attention to what is, thought rises and falls and it
burns up energy each time it rises and falls by disuse. This weakens the thought-base
completely. Thought weakens by disuse. It's gained strength by repeated use and it's going to
weaken by disuse. But I cannot sit in a vacuum and just let thought rise and fall and try to
exhaust itself. If I pay attention, that paying attention is the direct awareness that engages life.
That works with life,… that works with every situation. Thought rises, and falls. So there is also
simultaneously a shift from the reliance on thought to the reliance on awareness, which is
actually of things as they happen. Let's take an example. Someone rubbed me wrong yesterday.
I see that person coming towards me today, and the minute I see that person coming, I see the
prompt of thought: 'Oh! That person!' But that person is not coming, this person is coming—
the one that is walking right towards me. If I look at that person, there is a pre-programmed
response. Either I can be cold, or I can ignore that person, or I can be rude—one of these. But if
I see this person coming and I don't know—sure, I know the name, I know the condition, this is
Mr. A or whatever it is—and he lives next door, was my neighbor, or the person I work with, or
take a bus with, or whatever it is—and those are facts, they correspond to the actual
situation,… that person's name must be Mr. A or might be Mr. A and he may live next door, or I
may work with him, so they have a corresponding fact. But, the 'I like' and 'I hurt'—that was
yesterday. That doesn't correspond to what's coming today—not as yet! So if I meet that
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situation and try to discover who this person is, in terms of what is the matter or what is
needed, then I can respond appropriately and there's no reason to carry that baggage, or to get
worked up or used by that baggage. All of that heavy bag that we have been carrying for a long
time, that heavy load of likes and dislikes, which is the reason for unhappiness and confusion in
our life, starts weakening every time it rises and falls and is not used. But the trick here is that
awareness has to be used and it cannot just be an onslaught that is sort of born till it weakens.
That's a very painful way to go, and it doesn't really work. So awareness engages life, and for
that, I must be naturally very attentive.
So the key to attention—we've discussed earlier—is interest. And the key to interest is
awakening. If I realize the mischief that follows when I am not interested, or I am not awake,…
I'm not interested,… I'm not attentive,… and thought interferes. When I realize that this
mischief comes about by my distractedness—sheer distractedness, sheer lack of attention—
and I see the havoc, the danger that this causes. If I have clearly seen that, being awake, being
alert, being attentive is not an option, is it?
We spoke earlier that this vigilance has two components. True, there is the seeing and the
responding, which is awareness responding to life, and at the same time you have the second
layer, the second component—we can call them layers, components, but these are all words.
You've got that which is going to see and respond correctly, and at the same time you've got to
include in the field of observation the rise and fall of that so that there is the avoidance of
reliance on thought—both in perception and in action. So, these re the two layers that are then
in vigilance. In the language of yoga, it's called abhyasa, which is right exertion, right
application, which necessarily involves right perception, and vairagya, which is the avoidance.
Now, this avoidance is not a suppression—that 'I'm going to avoid this'—no. You simply make
the right choice and this vigilance, or awareness, includes thought into the field of observation,
and that itself—by keeping thought in the field of observation—makes thought an object, and it
takes away the subject-impulse from it which means that it cannot act! Thought needs to have
the subject-impulse to act. It needs identification; consciousness needs to identify with
thought, and if that is going to be broken, and that is broken by awareness engaging thought!
Awareness keeps the subject-impulse, and it is also aware of thought; so thought, being aware
of subject, now goes into an objective status. It is something that I am aware of, so it is an
object of my awareness and that's what I mean by objective status. There is a shift, and the
thought-base weakens not just by disuse, but it also weakens because it is not going from
subject to object—and an object cannot act. The subject is aware of the object. The object rises
and falls frantically, exhausting itself out.
So, this abhyasa and vairagya is what we are told in the language of the Gita and what we are
told in the Yoga Sutras, too, that though it is difficult, the mind is unsteady and all of this, but it
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can be overcome by right application—and at the same time avoiding that which is not correct,
or flawed, either in perception or in action. So the right application—right perception and right
application—is abhyasa, and the natural avoidance of that which is flawed, is vairagya. If there
is attention, if there is vigilance, if there is awareness, then naturally I see things as they are and
I can do what needs to be done, and including thought into the field of observation would keep
it from interfering with action.
A whole day is replete or full of conditions to build this awareness, or to dull this awareness. If
we sharpen the edge throughout the day in our normal day-to-day life, we will weaken the
thought-base, increase awareness, and meditation will not just become a lot easier, it will
become natural—and this is why we come to it. So, in the daytime this is living meditation. But
the key to all of this is seeing the danger of being careless or relying on thought—isn't it? So for
this, awakening becomes essential. There are two types of awakening: awakening that comes
about situationally, and awakening that comes about by wisdom, which requires living a little
bit alert in the first place. If I am driving down the road and, say, I'm daydreaming or zoning out
someplace, and a car honks or comes right in front of me, I become awake instantly! I turn off
the music and start concentrating—two hands on the wheel. But a little bit later the driving
conditions get lax, there's a lot of distance, the conditions are good—I may go right back to
calling or doing things or living distractedly. So, that awakening which comes about from a
condition or a situation does not last! But that awakening that comes about by wisdom, when
one sees the danger inherent in being careless, lasts! That lasts! So it all depends on whether
we have just sort of—it's like stirring from bed in the morning, not being fully awake, just sort
of 'mmmmm'—you hear the alarm clock but you're not awake,… hit the snooze button and
you've gone back. You're not awake. You were sort of in the lull for a couple of seconds and
then you go right back. But if, the minute the alarm clock hits, feet on the ground and snooze
button off, you're fully awake. And a body in motion stays in motion. A body asleep, or a body
inert, stays inert. So the key is action. Action is the true litmus test of awakening, of seeing or
even knowing. To see, or to know,… people say, 'Well, I got it! I understand! I know!'—but
there's never any action. They still act in the old ways. There's never any action—there's no
getting it!—regardless of 'I got it!' You got nothing! You got the words, that's all. To get it there
must be action, there has to be! Action is the test of knowing, seeing, or getting it or being
awake. Without action, it means nothing. Absolutely nothing. There must be action that follows
or there's just talk,… all talk.
So our life, or vigilance in life, is essential for vigilance in meditation—and our life is an
opportunity for just this! If we live carelessly, we build-up conditioning. If we live expertly, like
we are asked to do in the Gita, yogaḥ karmasu kauśalaṁ (II.50), 'yoga is expertness in action',
dexterity, skill in action—and life is action! So the skill in life, skill in responding, skill in seeing—
and it requires one to be alert, to be awake. And if we do that, conditioning will weaken by
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disuse; and there isn't going to be struggle in meditation. Effort, yes—struggle, no! But there
cannot be a vacuum. It is this inner intelligence or awareness, or consciousness, that has to be
used or empowered in the place of thought for thought to weaken.
Thinning the mind
Now so much for vigilance in life. Let us talk a little bit about taming the mind before we move
on to vigilance in meditation. We spoke right in the beginning that the purpose of yoga,
meditation, or spiritual life for that matter, is for the removal of impurities so one's true nature
can be seen. That's it—simple! And this makes living expertly essential, because the living
expertly,… seeing things as they are and responding to things as they are,… is the non-reliance
on impurities, the weakening of impurities by disuse—and, therefore, their removal. Therefore,
their removal! This requires ceaseless vigilance: the looking at things as they are—everything
with full attention—regardless of its level of familiarity. You may have seen or known this thing
a thousand times yesterday—but, still, today is fresh! Why cannot we look at everything the
way we looked at it the first time we saw it, or that person? The first time there was no reliance
on memory because it just wasn't there. The first time you meet someone there's no reliance
on memory. Well, why can I not engage that someone the hundred and first time the same
way, with that same new car feeling, without reliance on memory? Even relationships will be
fresh!—and you won't need to spice things up! They would be fresh because you are fresh! If
you have to spice things up, that's still cosmetic,… that's still ambiance. Sometimes friends have
to do some things,… do something special,… to keep their friendship alive. That's because they
have died inwardly to each other, and so they have to do things cosmetically.
But all of that doesn't come in. See, this conditioning, this energy-charged thought-base, is also
called rajas. Rajas is dynamism, passion—all of this! And this has to be squeezed out of the
mind like we squeeze toothpaste out of a tube. I remember when I was little: we had a little
toothpaste squeezer, and you put that in the edge and you roll it and it squeezed all the
toothpaste out—till the very last drop! There was no wastage in anything. It's really just like
that! By the engaging of vigilance or awareness, attention—two things: seeing things as they
are and a total non-reliance on thought. We squeeze the energy out of thought or conditioning
by disuse. And that happens because it takes energy to rise and fall and try to interfere or grab
your attention. And you insist on engaging life afresh!—and it starts burning itself out by
disuse! And it starts squeezing its own self out! You need not put the roller and squeeze things
out—but that rajas, or that passion, has to be squeezed out of the mind.
Now, this passion is different from a passion that we tend to believe—you must have zeal for
life! This passion is different! This passion that I'm talking about is passion for a personal
interest! Zeal to do what needs to be done is pure passion! A doctor treats people with passion,
or should treat people with passion because that's his job, not because that's his income.
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There's a difference in there. So this passion we are talking about is passion with an interest,…
personal interest. And the zeal that we are talking about, or oomph that we are talking about, is
something quite different! It is doing what needs to be done because it needs to be done! That's
all! There's no 'I' in it! So, with the 'I' in it, that's passion—and without that, that is just zeal—
pure!… pure oomph,… just love of doing for the sake of doing!—and that never thins down!
So, this conditioning that has been rising up and down starts weakening, and it also loosens its
grip on consciousness. There's a shift in the center of gravity from the reliance on thought to
now, the empowerment or reliance on awareness. And thought resumes its natural place as a
function in consciousness instead of acting as a parallel government and trying to act on its
own. Thought itself becomes happy without this big pack or big role that it is asked to play. See,
thought cannot play the role of consciousness. And this is why we get so fatigued mentally—
and physically, too—in the body and the muscles start aching is because when thought tries to
do it all, it fatigues, it tires, and it will reflect not only psychologically but in our health, our
physical well-being, in our emotional well-being, and different aspects of life.
Vigilance in meditation
We've talked about vigilance in life and the actual thinning of the mind and how that
happens,… how that occurs. Let's transition now—we're on vigilance—and let's talk about
vigilance in meditation proper. Vigilance is a tremendous thing. You've heard about all these
different diets that there are—this diet and that diet and everything else, and fads that come
and go—but how about a mental diet? See, vigilance is a mental diet! When we engage life,
when we are attentive, we put thought on a treadmill. This thought is burning itself out on the
treadmill by disuse. And this continues in meditation, which we are about to get into, where
thought sheds its extra pounds and becomes lean and very useful again—not a burden, not that
ceaseless chatter, but thought becomes a fine instrument. It goes back to data about things
that can be recalled as and when needed! Thought becomes useful again.
Now, take your mind back all the way to the beginning when we talked about Meditation 101.
We start from there and then go on to 201 to see the role and place and function of vigilance in
meditation. The attention is on the mantra. I am repeating the mantra mentally, and I'm
hearing the mantra mentally also within me. As I repeat and listen to this mantra mentally,
other thoughts rise and fall. These other thoughts we call distraction, but they're not
distraction, they're just other thoughts that rise and fall. A distraction is only when you get
distracted. If you don't get distracted by them, why do you call them distraction? They're just
other thoughts! Let them rise and let them fall! If you have been taking an interest in
everything and being attentive in your normal day, when you come to sit for meditation it
becomes easy to take an interest in the mantra, and thoughts don't interfere. They rise and
they fall, but distraction happens when I am not interested in that mantra or my object of
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meditation. Then I become interested in thought. See, consciousness cannot stay in a lull. It
goes where it is interested, and if you're not interested in the object of meditation, it turns right
around—and its old buddy thought, who calls: 'Hey! Psst! Come here! Let's talk!', and thought
starts talking to consciousness, consciousness starts identifying with its old buddy—and there it
goes! So, distraction happens when there is a loss of interest or a lack of interest. And if we
have been practicing attention, we have also been practicing interest all day long—the way you
train is the way you react! That same mind comes into meditation and it becomes easy or
natural to it. So, we are facing the mantra, and this way, thoughts now lose their subjectimpulse and they are seen as objects when they rise and fall. I'm repeating the mantra, I'm
listening to the mantra, other thoughts are rising and falling—I'm aware of them. My being
aware of them retains the subject-impulse and thought now finds its place as an object because
I'm aware of thought,… the rise and fall of thought. There is a correction in the polarity of the
subject-object impulse. This is also called the subject-object tangle and is the most difficult
bridge to cross in meditation—which is the identification with thought, and thought having
such a hold as a parallel subject and awareness not being able to get a foothold in meditation.
But this is what life is there for!
So, when thoughts are seen objectively—they lose their status. The momentum that I have
gained from life begins to gain further as I listen to the mantra being repeated in me. I'm
repeating the mantra and listening to the mantra—and these other thoughts are rising and
falling. That which is aware of the sound of the mantra is also aware of the rise and fall of
thoughts, because it is all happening in the same awareness. And this awareness can do that! If
we can chew gum and walk, this awareness can surely do that. It does that! Give it a chance!
So, each time I am aware of the rise and fall of thought, I weaken thought—and the mind starts
becoming a little bit quiet. But a word of caution out here! Don't take it for granted that this is a
victory lap when the mind gets quiet—even almost for that entire period! These old habits may
simply be regrouping—knowing that you are so totally alert and so totally aware, and there is a
lack of any external, tangible stimulus—like people, conditions, and things—and it may just be
sitting in the ambush!—giving you some peace and quiet and letting you think that you have
attained victory, or 'This is victory!' The test of everything,… the litmus test of everything is in
life when there is stimulus, when those old people who rubbed you wrong, or whatever, once
again confront you—how do you react then? The litmus test for everything is life!—and not a
certain experience, because you may be deceived; not a certain experience in meditation, as
such. So this is why a well-rounded practice is essential. Not only does it give you a full toolbox
for practice—which is kirtan, yoga asanas, all of that—because meditation is for the long haul,…
yoga is for the long haul,… it's a long and arduous path. A step taken is a step well begun, but it
still is a long path. We just don't know how much juice is in the mind,… how much rajas there is
in the mind,… how much conditioning there is in the mind. And so, paying attention to your
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asanas, paying attention to your pranayama—pranayama is an excellent method for weakening
the mind, or squeezing the passion or juice out of the mind. See, the same energy that gives
rise to and makes thought,… the breath rising and falling,… is also the same energy that thought
uses—and weakening, or gaining mastery of it in pranayama will also lead to mastery of
thought. So this is why a good, well-balanced practice is good. And also, one shouldn't have
weak spots, because it is usually these weak spots that become an Achilles Heel. And there may
be a day or two that you cannot meditate—you may sprain your back, you may hurt yourself in
a certain way, or something else—and if you've got a full toolbox, you can continue the same
observation of the mind with another activity—be it kirtan, be it asanas, be it something else
that you could be doing. But the involvement of watching the mind completely still continues.
And so it's very important to have—not be over-confident or under-confident or trigger-shy—
just be sincere and steady. For this, have a well-grounded practice.
Now, there's one thing I'd like to bring in mind—go to the Yoga Sutra. In the first chapter, in
verse 30, and 31, we are told very clearly about what all the obstacles are and I'd like to read
from the book itself.
'Disease, dullness, doubt, carelessness, laziness, inability to turn the attention away from
the obstacles'—which the mind still wanting to go there, 'perverted or distorted vision'—
still seeing things in the wrong way, which includes people who are suspicious by
nature, always suspicious about things—cannot get over that—that is perversion in
vision because it's not part of the situation, 'inability to find firm ground for spiritual
investigation or inquiry, and even when such a ground is found, unsteadiness of mind
and attention in the pursuit of the enquiry—these are the obstacles and distractions, for
they bring about and constitute the apparent fragmentation of the mind-stuff.' 1
Now, in the next verse, I:31, we are told that 'by the presence of the following symptoms
can be understood the extent to which the mind is disturbed and distracted'. This is how
we get a pulse-beat or health, state of health, of the mind: 'Sorrowful mood,
psychological despair, motions of the body'—which include shaking, twitching, all of
that,… the level of distractedness that show through the motions (some people sit and
they're always moving their legs or whatever, the inability to hold themselves, to be
still—the body is not still because the mind is not still. That shaking does not happen in
sleep when the mind is disengaged (or that twitching or constant shifting), 'and
inhalation and exhalation'—that is, not steady and smooth. 'By being attentive to these
factors'—four of them: sorrowful mood, psychological despair, motions of the body,
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inhalation and exhalation—'it is possible to arrive at an understanding of the degree of
seriousness of the obstacles: for they co-exist with the distractions of the mind.' 2
These two verses are very, very important.
So, a balanced approach to make sure that all these are kept in check—diseases, all of that—by
practicing asanas, by getting a little bit of exercise, by doing all these things, you keep the wolf
at bay. We have to see what all the possible soft-spots are, and we have to make sure that all
those areas are well hardened, or reinforced so that they don't become an Achilles Heel. See,
what's the point in putting in so much effort to blow a tire, or to blow a gasket, in one of these
soft-spots? Right from the beginning itself, we have to approach this intelligently and see:
where do all the pitfalls lie? And, to make sure that our training includes the strengthening of all
of these potential soft-spots so that we don't blow a tire or a gasket. This inner change, once
again, brings about outer change. If we are serious in yoga, then this seriousness or maturity
will reflect in our approach in everything as we go along.
Now, we've talked about Meditation 101 and vigilance in meditation: we are repeating the
mantra, and our attention is on repeating the mantra and listening to the mantra. Other
thoughts rise and fall. They are not distractions. Distractions are those thoughts which distract
me! If I am not distracted, they are just other thoughts. They weaken by disuse, and they go
from being a parallel subject to an objective status. Vigilance brings about this inner correction.
Just the attention on the mantra itself brings about this correction of the weakening of thought,
and the change of polarity from its assumed subjective status back to its objective status.
Now let's go to Meditation 201 when we begin inquiry into the mantra. This should come
naturally if we have been attentive and alert, which also means a little bit inquisitive and
curious about this mantra. We should naturally begin to wonder: 'How come this mantra is
being heard within me? Any experience requires the experiencer and something to be
experienced. But I am one!—and in me something, this mantra, seems to be able to be heard.
Obviously!—I can hear! Just how is this possible? What is this thing, and what is it made of?'
Now that should come naturally, shouldn't it? If we are attentive, we are also curious about
something that seems perplexing,… how does this happen?—and the investigation will begin.
So, as the mind attains a certain state of quietude, the investigation should begin because
curiosity turns the wheels in gear—and we look at this mantra now and say, 'How come this is
being heard within me?' The investigation begins. The inner intelligence,… this inner
awareness,… tries to find out what this mantra is—not by moving towards it, because it's all
happening in awareness itself. If it wasn't happening in awareness, you could not be aware of
it! There's no spatial separation: the mantra is there and awareness is here. It's like the ocean
2
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trying to be aware of the wave that is rising and falling within it. If the ocean somehow looks at
the wave as something different, now it tries to solve that, resolve that, or dissolve that—and it
becomes still, to want to know: 'How is this something rising and falling in me?—this wave?' It
is only when it realizes that 'It is my own self!' by direct realization!—not some kind of
intellectual subterfuge or trick. By direct understanding, will the thingness of the wave be
removed? The thatness of thought, or the thoughtness of thought—something else in me!—is
only removed when consciousness contacts thought directly and realizes it is its own self! It is
only then that there is total mastery of thought or mastery of mind, because the thoughtness or
otherness is removed from thought—and, therefore, all fear, all concern, all bullying, all impact
of thought or interference of thought with consciousness, or on consciousness, ceases at once!
The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad says, dvitīyād vai bhayaṁ bhavati (Brihad. 1.4.2)—'Where there
is otherness, there is fear.' 'When otherness is removed,' Sage Yajnavalkya says, 'all fear is
removed at that point.' So here, the otherness has to be removed from thought, which is the
thoughtness—so thought and consciousness are not vying or seeing each other as separate or
competing or struggling. This inner chaos has to cease completely!—in toto!
Now the noise in the mind reduces significantly—there are thoughts that rise and fall on
residual energy—but thought no longer impinges on consciousness when you have crossed this
barrier. This brings us to Meditation 301. In Meditation 301, this inquiry simply changes
direction and awareness flows on to itself to become self-aware or to understand or realize
who it is in 'What am I?'! And in Meditation 301, we use slight druthers or perimeters just to
make sure we don't drift or get intellectual, which is 'Am I the repeater of the mantra or am I
the listener of the mantra?'—which is just another way of inquiring 'Who am I?' But with the
two of these slight druthers—only so that we don't start intellectualizing in our mind, 'Am I this
or am I that?' and, once again, get drifted away into some kind of intellectual pursuit of
thought-game.
So, awareness flows into itself and becomes self-aware. There is no interference of thought at
this point unless you start drifting, and this is why we use the slight druthers. And the
experiences that follow are different for each person. Since there is no interference of
thought—being that mastery of thought has been attained—there's no need to go further into
this portion—here, today, at least—because we are talking about vigilance, and that vigilance is
now well-seated, awareness is becoming aware of itself—it's not awareness of something else.
The other thing has been removed—the 'thing' has been removed completely!
We've covered much of this before. Today, we've tried to put it all together to try and
understand that the most important thing—that vigilance itself matures into self-realization.
That which is self-aware, when it matures or blossoms completely, or goes from the seed to the
full-blown tree, is itself self-realization! That which is aware of thought, other things—when it
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becomes self-aware completely to the exclusion of otherness itself becomes the big giant oak
tree from the little seed. So we must have focus right from the beginning. And yoga involves
vigilance and this vigilance must be unceasing right from the beginning—whether we are
practicing our asanas, or practicing pranayama, or living, or talking, or engaging So-and-so, or at
work, or in the family. A life without vigilance is a careless life and a breeding ground for the
increase of hold of thought on consciousness, which increases the amount of work you're going
to have to try and do artificially through the practices—and it doesn't work. All these things
must feed on one another. Practice in life must feed on practice on the mat till both these—life
and practice—are feeding on each other, and there is no difference between them. All
differences are abolished! You are practicing yoga. Yoga is the removal of impurities so one's
true nature can be seen. And whether it be in your day-to-day life, or it be on the mat, you're
doing just that!—the removal of impurities so that one's true nature can be seen! Daily living,
and spiritual living, must be very similar in character. It cannot be fundamentally different.
There cannot be two rule books: 'This is this, this is for our normal,'… and that is my spiritual
life.'—all this stuff is just jugglery. It doesn't work! The qualification is just this: that 'I feel
bound—and I want out! I want freedom from this bondage!' There is some feeling of apparent
bondage, and there is something that says, 'This has to end!' That is just it! When this has
gripped your very soul, all of life becomes yoga. Everything becomes a means of purification
and realization.
Some talk about sacrifice—the sacrifices people have to do for yoga. Do you sacrifice anything
when you take out the garbage? You're happy to see it go! We've talked about this before.
'Good riddance to bad rubbish' we say, do we not? So what is there to sacrifice at all in getting
rid of that which is a burden?… getting rid of that which clutters your life and makes it unclear
and even difficult or stressful? What is sacrifice in that? 'Sacrifice'—I think it comes from the
etymological root word 'to make sacred'. All you're doing is purifying it,… burning the dross of
the mind,… getting rid of those impurities—and in its place look what's there! We talk about
sacrifice when we are not looking at what is there. Look at the immediate gain instead of that.
The immediate gain is clarity: clarity in perception, expertness in action, a life without
confusion, a life without stress, and the mind that becomes quiet, peaceful, cooperative, and a
joy to have! When it needs to be used, it goes from 0 to 60—like a good car! And when it
doesn't need to be used, it sits in the garage without chattering and being noisy all the time:
'think about this,… look at that'. So what sacrifice are we talking about? What sacrifices for
yoga? I hear people talking all the time: 'The sacrifices we have to make for spiritual life and
that!' Just because you're trying to have your cake and eat it too! And if you're doing that,
obviously you haven't seen the danger in that spiked cake, and you haven't seen the gain in the
peaceful mind. Yoga is expertness in living, it involves life. It makes your life fuller, better,
happier, more peaceful,… brings clarity, energy, strength, resolve—where you can see things
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through, where you're a joy with others and a joy with your own self. And it doesn't matter how
things work out, because when that heart is at peace and in joy, things are always okay, they're
always just fine! It doesn't matter.
Thank you.
Closing thoughts…
We have spoken about a good many things today. We started off with a short recap on change,
and then the role of vigilance in change by looking at vigilance in life. The Gita tells us in the
chapter on meditation: 'Without regard for results of effects, do what needs to be done.' That
sort of lays the groundwork down that it is important to first separate thought from action
before understanding the distinctness of consciousness, or being, from thought. And so we
looked at ways to do it, and life as a field for this. Life is much easier, because we see things
tangibly, we see things physically, and we can recognize the rise and fall of thought included in
the field of observation and continue with awareness to do what needs to be done. This
weakens the entire thought-base which rises and falls and exhausts itself and also shifts the
center of gravity—from thought to awareness.
We spoke about the two components of vigilance. Yoga calls them abhyasa and vairagya, which
is right perception and right action as the front layer, and the automatic avoidance of that
which is not conducive, or good, as the back layer.
There are two types of awakening: the awakening caused by conditions and situations can once
again revert when things normalize; but the awakening by wisdom endures.
In living carelessly there's been a build-up of thought and conditioning; in living wisely we
weaken that base by disuse. Since there cannot be a vacuum, the use of inner intelligence is
what is needed. That takes attention,… attention takes interest,… and interest takes awakening
to the danger of being disinterested or careless.
Then we detoured and talked about thinning the mind, once again bringing to memory or
bringing to mind the purpose of yoga, meditation, or spiritual life: the removal of impurities so
one's true nature can be seen. This makes living expertly essential. It is vigilance that burns the
dross of the mind. This energy of rajas has to be squeezed out of the mind.
We moved then into vigilance in meditation and looked at the role of vigilance and how it
evolves and what it does in Meditation 101 to Meditation 301. Vigilance itself matures into
realization. It is the seed that must one day become a great big tree. Our daily life and spiritual
life must be similar in character. The only qualifications are to feel bound and want freedom. All
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life becomes yoga, purification or realization. Some talk of sacrifices. What is there to sacrifice
in letting go of that which is not good?
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7. RELENTLESS PERSEVERANCE
Today, we have quite a few things to look into. We will start at a closer look at perseverance
and blockages in fruition. The Yoga Vasistha has an excellent prescription for blockages in
fruition. We will have a closer look at deluded action and its avoidance, and improving effort.
Finally, we will talk about motivation and some closing thoughts. Let us begin.
Perseverance
To persevere is to make self-effort continually. We persevere because the first effort did not
make the mark, not because our effort is in any way an incremental, step-by-step process.
Unless each effort is a whole-hearted effort, we will not see what changes need to be made. If
there is a lacking in the effort itself, what is the point of looking at other variables?
Blockages in fruition
Earlier, we have discussed that there should be no expectation of results of any kind. Here, in
fruition, we are not talking about things external or internal to us, but of being itself. Discovery
of false notions, ideas and conditioning, however, should result in disentanglement from them
if we are at all serious. If we have clearly seen the danger of conditioning, and we clearly see
the rise and fall of it in life and practice, there must be transformation by non-identification
with them. Disuse must make them weaker, and use of the inner, undivided intelligence must
increase natural goodness, give rise to serenity, and in a balance. We don't have to bring this
about. This is a natural result of sincerity. And if this does not happen, there must be some
blockages in fruition.

GOING BEYOND BLOCKAGES
The Yoga Vasistha tells us that whenever there seems to be a blockage in fruition, to impartially
examine two things: deluded action, and inadequate effort in the present in contrast to one's
existing karma. Let us take a close look at both of these.

blockage in fruition

impartial check for
any deluded action

yes

abandon delusion,
carry on vigilantly

no

present effort is not
as much as past
momentum
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I. DELUDED ACTION
Deluded action is action that is based on flawed understanding which includes memory, ideas,
hopes, expectations, and other notions which we allow play in our daily life as well as our
practice. In contrast, enlightened actions are wholehearted responses to actual situations—free
of all conditioning and personal interests.
Deluded actions may appear to protect one's interests better, but what is always hidden is that
it is always at the cost of diminishing our sense of being or real nature. See, to take care of my
interests better, I have to stand outside others, conditions and things, and must become
smaller, more apart, and eventually isolated from my own larger existence.
A new way of living
Total action, on the other hand, being a wholehearted response to actual situations,
universalizes one's being, as one does not stand apart from anyone or anything! You cannot
have one set of rules for the day-to-day life and another for the so-called spiritual life. This just
does not work. The mind that is needed for meditation must be cultivated in every step of our
day-to-day normal living. We have already covered this earlier in 'Sharpening the Edge'. Unless
we live a life of yoga, or a life that is free of all dichotomy, the fragmented mind will be asked to
do the impossible!—to meditate. We must discover a way of living in which every action is a
total action and free of reaction. Results and consequences are quite different from the
reaction I am talking about. When I say or do something hurtful, for example—an act that had a
feeling to hurt as a motive, however subtle or camouflaged it may be or socially astute in its
appearances, many reactions are instantly triggered. Some reactions precede the tangible face
of action itself and the hidden cost of these are not normally seen.
A rational approach
Errors in understanding or delusion lead to errors in action or deluded action, and it is these
that concern the yogi most, as errors in understanding get stronger and will continue to
generate errors in action all through one's life. We can easily fix something that went wrong,
but what, when the springs of action themselves are defective? We will soon find it almost
impossible to keep up damage control with the actions they throw up. Each time we strengthen
these springs of action, we also give a tranquilizer to the inner intelligence. We have covered
this earlier in detail. Rather than talk about flawed understanding, let us take a closer look at
reactions that are instantly generated before, during and after—when the inner intelligence is
not empowered. It is better to approach this topic rationally instead of under social,
theological, or apocalyptic views. This will make raising one's understanding as immediately
beneficial to oneself rather than under fear or hope of some sort. These conditions can never
generate any real or lasting change. Instead of using words like 'ignorance', or 'I just didn't
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know it would hurt you,' etc., I prefer using 'foolishness', as it keeps the springs of action up
close and personal. We can and should do something about it this moment.
Reactions happen
When we are not vigilant, thought colors the situation and existing conditioning shapes action.
This is self-centered action and causes hurt to oneself and others.
Let us take the example of hurting and being hurt to examine some of the reactions that are
triggered.



Increased conditioning



Loss of natural goodness, balance and peace



Increased likes, dislikes, attachments and aversion



Karmic fruition



Fear of retaliation

1. Increased conditioning
I strengthen and increase division in the mind and increase the effort I will have to make to
remove fragmentation, which is necessary for self-discovery later. For me to think ill of
someone or hurt someone, aside from the hurt caused, the sense of me or ego strengthens
each time, as all thoughts and feelings are anchored to this sense of me or the ego. The me has
to stand outside you—the other, conditions and things—to take care of my interests better.
And in standing outside, I diminish in being. Simply put, I stand apart and become smaller. If we
do not separate thought from action in life first, it will be impossible to keep from identifying
with thought in meditation where everything is in the same inner space. Our spiritual efforts
must bring us to meditation, and the mindful meditation must be cultivated in life. The error of
identifying with thought is perhaps the most important reason we must live vigilantly. We hurt,
and hurt others, because of this carelessness. Each time we act upon thought—and this
includes all forms of conditioning, however useful they appear—we become oblivious to what
is actually in front of us from moment to moment, or reality. We live in a bubble of thought,
though outwardly we come, go and do things in the world outside. When conditioning
increases, it responds to life—and I continue to hurt and hurt others, and prolonged meditation
becomes impossible.
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2. Loss of goodness, balance and peace
The inner justification to hurt someone, or even think of hurting someone, creates the
propensity to hurt others as well. Goodness is present or manifest to the degree of the absence
of the ability to hurt. When we act on the impulse to hurt, we lose our inner balance, as
impulses eclipse wisdom and surge on their own momentum. Inner balance is when thought
does not impinge on consciousness by trying to be you, or assume the sense of being. We are
not talking about things like social courtesies and polite mannerisms, but about the very core of
understanding. If natural goodness abounds in the heart, or this core of understanding,
thought, feelings, words and actions that emanate from there will naturally be kind and loving.
Whereas social politeness may be a facade without any feeling or spirit. This natural goodness
and balance give stability in meditation and is the fuel to take the mind beyond its capacity to
be observed for long periods of time. Initially, the longer you sit, the more you will encounter
oscillation in the mind. This is why the earlier limbs of yoga—yama, niyama, asana, pranayama,
and pratyahara—become essential as you discover how to bring about harmony within and
without by a way of living that is universal and not self-centered.
3. Likes, dislikes, attachments and aversion
These are the contaminants in understanding and the seeds, fuel, and remnants of deluded
action. When I allow these unjustified opposites to dwell within—even after the actions they
insist on—I am stuck with stronger negative feelings once I've acted on initial ones. These
opposites are the breeding ground of aversion and hatred which will give rise to more hurtful
actions.
One can enjoy all that comes naturally without coming under the sway of likes and dislikes. 'By
what comes naturally', I do not mean that one should diminish their zeal to exert in life, but to
see that effort and result are two different things. This instantly frees me to exert
wholeheartedly in any endeavor, as new energy is wasted or held back to watch for results. Can
we not act or do what needs to be done on its own merit—just because it needs to be done? If
it needs to be done, do it! Leave it, and then do what else needs to be done wholeheartedly. If
we are awake and alert, what needs to be done will be very visible and apparent. Justifications
and their inner mechanism of selfishness will weaken by disuse—as insight, or living meditation,
has taken its place by preference. There is no struggle or suppression or any of that involved.
Likes and dislikes are an equal danger to the sincere seeker or yogi, as both impel one to act
instead of the situation and inherent wisdom. This increases the energy flow in the mind, and a
mind with much energy is incapable of meditation.
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4. Karmic fruition
Every action is bound by the law of karma. Karma, or fruition, is the law of being. No one
punishes. We summon to ourselves by every action—and thought is real action!—the
conditions necessary to learn and go beyond its causes. You may believe in the law of karma, or
not, but one can at least see that if I have the right to act selfishly, putting my interests first,
others can claim the same, and this does not make for good conditions to live in. It may seem
that putting our interests first is necessary, because everyone else is doing it, but let's examine
it impartially. Why should my actions be influenced by what others are doing or feeling? If
something seems to be right, and it needs to be done, do it wholeheartedly—like there is no
tomorrow—and let it go! When we entertain 'others are doing it,' we stop seeing the situation
and see these notions or thoughts—and this is foolishness, as we have lost step with reality and
we are ruminating in thought's dark corridors instead of the bright sunshine of reality—what
actually is! Others may make a quick buck or get ahead by putting personal interests first, but
at what cost? The price tag is always reduction of being. For outer expansion that is inner
contraction, for my interests, I must stand apart and outside others, conditions, and things as
we've discussed earlier. Universalizing your existence is to get and stay in step with all things
everywhere all the time—to breathe, act, and live as part of life!—and discover your
inseparability with this entire grand creation we find ourselves amidst.
5. Fear of retribution
Last, but not the least, is the fear of retaliation. In hurting someone, I have opened the field for
retaliation in the present or future, and this will necessitate being ever alert or fearful of
inbound retaliation.
Primary concerns
The immediate reactions when we even open the door to conditioning are of great concern to
the yogi. Increasing conditioning, or the play of thought in perception and action—its resulting
hold on consciousness—makes meditation and self-inquiry almost impossible. The others—
including loss of goodness, inner balance, peace, increase of opposites of likes and dislikes—
follow naturally as thought is given a free rein. These first few are the immediate reactions that
are most damaging to the yogi or sincere spiritual seeker and are triggered instantly by thought,
or mental action—even before there is physical action—and these then trigger all deluded
action! The play of karma and fear of retaliation are also damaging; they appear over time.
Deluded actions are actions that set-up these reactions. Two habits that increase conditioning,
cause imbalance, loss of goodness, and increase likes and dislikes are: fault-finding and the
blame game. These two wipe out all the effort that you can make!—and take you to negative
numbers. They must be abandoned!
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Hurt resulting without intention
You may feel that sometimes even the best of intentions causes hurt and sets the stage for
retaliation, but examine this. If you acted in wisdom and the action was absolutely free of any
form of delusion and self-centeredness, you are free of causing hurt. Someone may still get hurt
and retaliate, but that is because they feel you're action caused them hurt, whereas it was their
own reaction, and they will be responsible for their own actions and its reactions. There may
always be someone who does not like something I say, do, or just the way I live, but I'm not
responsible for their feelings. Their hurt is not the result of my actions but their own feelings
are responsible for their experience. Krishna tells us in the Bhagavad Gita, yogaḥ karmaṣu
kauśalam: yoga is expertness in action. This skill is not acting in such a way to get away with
things or come out on top, somehow, but to act without triggering reactions by design. For this,
one has to be extremely vigilant; the mind has to be observed without remission.
A story from the Yoga Vasistha
In the Yoga Vasistha, there is a story that brings out the subtle point very nicely. Before I go
further, let me mention that the Yoga Vasistha is a mighty scripture with a revolutionary way of
seeing things and it brings out lofty truths with the help of illustrations which may seem
fantastic, but the illustrations are used to point to something beyond them. And if we get stuck
in these stories and illustrations, we will never see what they point to. Here's the short of the
story: there was a person who had lived a good, long life; and at some point, the messengers of
Yama, the Lord of Death, tried to bring an end to his full-lived life naturally. Being unsuccessful,
they returned to Yama and conveyed their failure. Yama asked them to look for action in that
person's life, which would necessitate fruition, as fruition would mean another life, which
would be grounds for ending the present life which had reached its limitations. They considered
every action of this person, but found nothing!—and reported back the same. Yama, too,
examined every action—and to his amazement—every action of this person was a universal
action, which was completely free of individuality in any form! Yama then explained that this
person, though appearing to be an individual, was just a perceivable form taken by
consciousness, as every and all actions were completely free of
the triggers of fruition; and consciousness was functioning
directly through what appeared to be a person.
Now, this story points to something very important. Can we, too,
find a way to live that does not throw up reactions? However
small will be the start, can we live in such a way so that we see
things as they are—free of the ego's play? It may still throw its
tantrums, but we don't have to get mixed up with it. And, can
we do what needs to be done and not what I want to do? If we
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can, our life will be free of delusion in one big way: the interference of thought. We will at least
be dealing with what actually is instead of how thought, or conditioning, sees it. There is
another big step, which is a metaphysical correction, or going beyond individuality and
universalizing one's existence. Let us save this one for another time. We are still talking about
deluded action, and we have to include in its gamut all forms of delusion or notions that do not
correspond with absolute reality. This is a very tall order!—and that is why we practice, and
every action is practice only, whether we consider the action belonging to our day-to-day life,
or what we call our spiritual life.
One perseveres to avoid deluded action, or action that triggers reactions, by being eternally
vigilant and making choices that are free of reaction in their place. This single, double-sided
process is called vairagya and abhyasa in the language of yoga. Aside from better choices, or
choices that do not involve reaction, abhyasa also includes perseverance in practice. The Yoga
Vasistha prescription we started with says, whenever there seems to be a blockage in fruition
to impartially examine two things: deluded action, and inadequate effort in the present in
contrast to one's existing karma. We have dealt with some of the reactions that indicate there
was deluded action, and we have covered total action in detail earlier. Let's look now at the
second part of Vasistha's prescription of improving and increasing the effort in the present.

II. INADEQUATE EFFORT
Many seekers put forth good effort in life and practice, but there are some other variables that
cause a leakage—sort of like shutting the front door to keep out the draft but leaving the back
door wide open. The same, single double-edged process called vairagya and abhyasa applied to
our day-to-day life also applies to our practice.
If one wants to improve their financial situation
Let us take an example of a person in debt who would like to be debt-free and in positive
standing financially.
1. Cut up his credit cards.
2. Learn the lessons of frugality.
3. Work hard at one or two jobs to raise income.
4. Plan to consolidate and pay off his debts.
5. Start a savings plan to be in positive numbers.
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First, he would have to cut up his credit cards so as not to incur spending money he does not
have. Second, he would have to learn the lessons of frugality so he only purchases what is
necessary at the present. Third, he would have to work hard at one or two jobs to raise income.
Fourth, he would have to have a good plan to consolidate and pay off his debts in the shortest
period possible. Fifth, he should start a savings plan to be in positive numbers financially. These
same five principles, which are: no more negatives, conservation, hard work, systematic
approach, and then into the positive apply to spiritual life as well; or the leakages of
consciousness into energy for the fulfillment of desires will render effort inadequate at best.
Inner change brings outer change, not the other way
Inner change must bring outer change—not the other way! People often say, 'I'm doing these
things!—but the mind is still turbulent.' Well, who is doing these things? If the same old Joe-onthe-block is doing these things, how can anything change? The changed practitioner must
practice!—not the same old Joe-on-the-block. The old can never bring in the new! There must
be a change of heart before, during, and after practice. There must be a change of heart period!
Let us look at going beyond desires and attachments and then into some points on improving
practice.
When there are still desires
If you still have many, or few, deep-rooted desires, recognize this—and know that karma yoga
is essential!—not mere social work, but karma yoga: action as yoga. There is a big difference
between doing something, however well-intentioned, and doing something as yoga. In karma
yoga, the 'I' is taken out of the equation in order to find a way to do something without this silly
'I' chattering selfishly. Initially, you may feel that you are doing something to help others, but
you have to quickly go beyond that to doing what needs to be done because it needs to be
done. Since it is very difficult to do this to our work, or some work where we have a vested
interest somehow, we offer ourselves to work in places where there is absolutely no personal
interest. When you find a way to do something wholeheartedly—without any vested interest or
personal gain—you discover more gets done, usually better, and without the unnecessary noisy
monologue of the mind. All desires surge from this noisy mind, and when we find a way to act
to do something—without concern for the rising and falling thoughts—they exhaust themselves
and get no new energy. All desires are tethered to the ego, and when the circumference is
dismantled, the center, or ego, loses its anchoring. Having learnt this lesson in a field where
there is no personal gain, you can apply this to all action and life itself. When there are many
desires, or few desires, that are strong, the heart—or center of being,… center of
understanding—feels convinced that happiness comes from this thing. This is in error, because
happiness does not come from anything—but it is already resident within, or it can never be
experienced within! To discover this, one exerts without personal interest—but, still,
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wholeheartedly—and realizes that more gets done, better, than when there's not concern with
selfish interests and results. Results just come! You learn to do, or act, for action's sake, because
it needs to be done. If there must be personal interest or gain, or call it what you may, in
everything we do, our selfishness will increase and bring along with it mistrust of others,
increase suspicion and restlessness. The mind would work overtime to protect your interests,
and this mind can never know peace, happiness, love,… much less be able to meditate. The
most important discovery is that happiness is experienced when, and to the degree, that
selfishness is absent. Selfishness, or protection of personal interests, is the denial of happiness!
Happiness is already there!—but selfishness eclipses it, like clouds hide the sun's warmth by
being closer and directly overhead!
When there are still attachments
If you still have strong attachments, Bhakti yoga, or the devotion as yoga, is essential. This does
not mean you simply start a routine of worship and ritual, as the heart will sit silent as you are
busy with these activities but roar into action just as soon as you finish! Praying, and saying
prayers, are very different. The heart, or core of your being, that feels happiness comes from
the way you relate to this or that person must first flow unto God in the prayer area—and then
within. Here, too, we are not going to get too much in depth. It will be outside the scope of
today's topic, but a few more thoughts are in order. When the heart begins to love God within,
one discovers the same joy experienced earlier in attachments—but now within—and realizes
that this thing called joy and happiness are already there! Attachments are mental circuits or
tracks we create in the mind, and we feel a sense of joy—not because of the person we are
attached to, but because we run inwardly to a circuit or track which we have convinced
ourselves is the source of joy. We experience the results of our own erroneous beliefs. I call it
'erroneous' because attachments breed possessiveness—and this is destructive! We try to
camouflage possessiveness as love and caring, but it does not work, as it is the denial of
freedom of being!—and to deal with this increases inner turbulence. Anger is the surging of
frustration based on hopes and expectations which are anchored to possessiveness born of
attachment. Since attachment and its offspring, possessiveness, are camouflaged as 'love', we
find it hard to detect the source of frustration and its offspring, anger. The different practices of
puja and kirtan, among others, are very helpful—but you have to do it yourself! Your heart has
to love God, just as in human relationships no one can love another for you. You have to do it!
Similarly, here. Since with attachments, love is used to being poured outside to another, love is
now poured unto God in the image—in your prayer area—first. When the heart starts loving
God within that image, it can also sit silently and love God within oneself. When your heart fills
with love for God within, you discover the heart that loves is joy itself! It is itself joy! Unselfish
or pure love, which is love for love's sake, is itself experienced as great joy! You learn to let go
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or disentangle from attachments by seeing that they are not what you thought them to be!
They breed possessiveness, and this being selfish is the denial of love.
Practice is not difficult
No form of practice—to include asanas, pranayama, prayer, worship, study, or meditation—
should ever be difficult. Difficulty, or struggle, is a sure sign of something very wrong in your
approach and understanding. Let us examine some of the practices. It will be helpful to
remember that these are all yoga, which means vistas of
self-discovery! And if the yoga is taken out of it,
difficulties and struggles are inevitable. Asanas and
pranayama: now, when you do asanas and pranayama,
you're not supposed to be trying to get into the postures,
especially for asanas, but to offer yourself wholly to the
posture and see how the inner intelligence that controls
the body makes it possible gradually. In prayers and
worship: when you pray or worship, there should be no
desperation unless you are praying and worshipping for
some purpose, but then it is not prayer, not love, it is
deal-making or pleading—and these are the difficulties
that you experience. How can love be so difficult—
especially if you're loving God as transcendent and
immanent or omnipresent at the same time? What special technique do you need in loving
God, the source of your existence? Why fear that your prayers will not be heard because the
prayer was not correct? When every cell in your being surges in prayer, your very existence
prays to the source and fullness. Study; when you study, you are not studying the language or a
scripture, as these will not help you to discover the existing unity and to abandon ignorance.
Academic or intellectual learning is just a light, watery coat of paint that will wash away in the
first rains of difficult times. You approach the scripture to study yourself. Something in what you
have read must trigger a change in understanding, which makes you want to experience what
was being read personally. Confucius said, 'The essence of knowledge is its application.' If what
you study does not act or respond in life, nothing has been learnt. If what you study does not
inspire you to know this for yourself personally, nothing has been learnt. To learn is to change!
What is the point of saying, 'I know'—and be the same old person who gets hurt and hurts
others? In such cases, the 'I know' or 'I - k n o w' is really an 'I - n o'—an 'I' and 'no'. Swadhyaya
is study of the self through the scripture. Just as you look in the mirror to shave, you look there
but shave here. The mirror is just so that you can see yourself and apply the razor properly. The
scripture, too, must show where things are wrong and right so you can make the changes
needed. Fortunately for us today, good translations of most scriptures are available in English
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and many are available freely on the internet, too. So, where is the difficulty in study? Now let's
talk about meditation. When you meditate, why should there be any struggle at all? You are
aware of things without thinking at all!—as you are aware of thought, too. Existence and
awareness are non-different or non-separable. That which exists is aware! So, when you sit
initially, you are not doing something strenuous in being aware of the rise and fall of thought,
as that happens without your effort or involvement. Your part, initially, is not to be doing
something else or to cooperate with what you yourself have started. Where is the difficulty in
this? You repeat the mantra and listen to the sound of the mantra within you mentally—to
keep grounded, fresh, and to discover that anything else but the mantra is another thought,
thereby not to get entangled with it. Mediation does go deeper than this initial stage and we
have already talked about that in some detail. But struggle is always a sure sign of leakage of
consciousness and energy, or open back doors and secret alliances which have not been
checked. As you go deeper in meditation, things change, and there is a period of what seems
like struggle because of the force of conditioning awareness faces. This is the stage of inner
purification. There are many variables in this and no two people will have the same
experiences.
Well-rounded practice
Swami Sivananda's 'Yoga of Synthesis' or 'Yoga of Little' is an excellent approach. Do a little of
each practice, but wholeheartedly. Some like to do just the elements that they are good at. You
have to be careful here, as developing expertise is not the focus—self-discovery is. Often, doing
what you are good at can lead to expertise and often leads to feelings of superiority or
contempt of others and their practices. Doing a little or many practices will keep you fresh in
each,… non-mechanical,… and give rise to humility as you work on the areas you are not so
good at. It will also expand the heart by genuine respect for the practices of others. Besides, it
is better to have a full toolbox so if, for some reason, you are unable to do one practice, there
are other ways to keep at it—as through all practices, you will find a way to weaken thought.
Staying motivated…
Practice is not difficult. Staying motivated can be a real challenge if we are not wholehearted in
our aspiration and do not understand practice well. When you first get started there is great
enthusiasm, and you are sure that enlightenment is what you want—nothing less! And you
gather all of what you need and start with admirable enthusiasm. Very soon, you start to see
yourself as you really are! All sorts of fantastic thoughts rise in the mind!—and you are
bewildered, to say the least! 'Am I thinking all these things? No! It cannot be! I'm a spiritual
seeker and I cannot be thinking these things!' But, the thoughts continue—and it gets very
interesting! 'There's no one else in me! I have to be thinking of these things even if I'm not
thinking these things! How do I get caught-up in them? What is happening, and how do I put an
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end to this?' You don't have to put an end to them! They end themselves, once you start
something new wholeheartedly—and stay with it! You will still be bewildered by all that surges.
Let it spill over! You have put them there are some time or in some life. They need to spill out!
Let them! You continue what you are supposed to be doing, and don't identify with them or
reject them. Let them exhaust themselves completely! The foundation has to be solid! All too
often, seekers start with complex subjects and activities and do not nourish the heart first.
When the inner climate changes—everything shakes!
This is why it is good to start practice with some basics, but wholeheartedly—without much
fanfare, discussion, or equipment. You have to want to practice—not for what it will bring, but
for practice's sake. Cultivate the heart or aspiration first, and dig deep roots or it will not wither
the storm of habit and latent tendencies later. Sincere practice increases sincerity which will
sustain itself. It is also good to practice by yourself so your practice is not dependent on a class,
group, friends, or a certain atmosphere. Dependency of any kind can never lead to freedom.
You can learn a few things in a different setting, but it is no substitute for solo effort, as practice
is not about what you do, but who does it and the activity of the mind while doing. When the
heart-mind identifies with something collective like a group, it tends to become complacent in
its quest for the truth. This does not mean that collective settings are not somewhat useful, but
the heart-mind has to be intent on identification with God only.
Too much group effort
Too much group effort will lead to group paralysis and mob mentality. You become very
comfortable with the tempo and activity of the group, and complacent in heart and mind. Then,
the collective thought replaces the individual thought and inquiry becomes impossible, as it
requires individual examination and effort at discovery. I've used the phrase 'mob mentality'
deliberately instead of 'group mentality', as collective thought takes the place of individual
thought—and soon, the group places the group's interests or continuance of the group's ways
ahead of the purpose or activity that initially brought them together, and this destroys
aspiration. We are very motivated to spend time with those we love and things we love to do. It
seems time always flies by when we are with loved ones and doing fun things. Why should
there be any dwindling of enthusiasm and motivation in practice? If you look closely, you may
discover that the practice is not as important—what is hoped for is! And since it is not there
yet, the heart meanders to other so-called joy-enhancing choices that are in stock and readily
available. But, if you love your practice, the heart has no need to loiter here!—because you love
what you are doing!—and this will endure in encounters with bigger challenges as you go
deeper.
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Do everything wholeheartedly
The only way to love your practice is to love everything you do!—period! To do all things
wholeheartedly, with all of your heart and soul, completely free of distractions—including urges
to always communicate, which is a serious problem—and without concern for personal
interests. You have to learn this lesson through every blessed action in life till nothing is
mundane or worldly. These labels will fall away. Every action has equal potential for discovery
and transformation, and has to have the same spirit of yoga behind it. Every action must be
total action. You will soon become interested in all that you do, and interest will rivet the heart
to action. Self-centeredness will have no room to insert its claws—and will weaken by disuse.
When there is no vista for self-centeredness to act, the little self or 'I' behind it starts
weakening.
Systematic practice
A systematic, well-organized but non-mechanical approach is essential to make sure you are
doing what you have set out to do to avoid being distracted by other activity, and to keep track
of your progress so you can make the changes as necessary.
Swami Sivananda called these the 'trishul' or trident, as it has
three elements: 1. Resolve. There must be firm resolve of the
goal, and this can be short-term or long-term. Swami Sivananda
recommends putting this in writing, signing it, and placing it in
your prayer or meditation area to remind you what you have set
out to do. Resolve cannot be a flimsy, whimsical idea each time
you waver in your resolve. You weaken will-power and work
against your own self. Better to take slow steps, but they must be
firm—firm steps that hold. 2. …is a well-organized plan. Some say
planned practices make things mechanical, but it is not so.
Mechanical is in the heart and mind of the practitioner, and being
systematic has nothing to do with it. The best of athletes have a goal, training program, and log.
Doctors have their tests that lead to their diagnosis, plan of treatment, charts to monitor their
progress and make changes. What is mechanical in this? You can easily start a weekly diary with
your plan made-up as a sort of check list that questions you—and you answer in the day's
column. A review of the plan at intervals during the day initially, and later at the end of the day,
will allow you to be your own physician and make your adjustments as necessary. This
introspection will keep mechanical tendencies out of your practice, heart, and mind. 3. Selfaccountability. If one is steady in vigilance, there is a good degree of self-accountability as you
go along. This said, the self-accountability that should follow introspection or self-examination
with the diary we have spoken about is necessary. When something you have planned has not
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happened for some reason, there must be some form of self-accountability or one's will-power
will gradually erode. For example, if you have slept in later and have missed morning
meditation, there is no harm in either going very light on breakfast or skipping breakfast to use
that time to meditate—or skipping dinner at the end of the day to meditate longer. Selfdiscipline is not something imposed by another. You are simply holding yourself accountable for
something you have set out to do. I feel self-discipline and its enforcing arm of selfaccountability are essential for progress and are most necessary. Let me be clear: I'm not
talking about silly ways like punishing the body, etc. That is foolishness. Intelligent ways of selfaccountability that can send a stern message and contribute to the progress desired are positive
and not punitive. It is good to be very clear to yourself about how you plan to hold yourself
accountable—and not to waver from it one bit! There should be no room for flimsy excuses and
justification in the process. It should be quite black and white. You see something was missed—
and this is what needs to happen now. That's it! Do it! The inner intelligence cannot justify as it
knows no other! Self-justification is the ego's operation and should be avoided.
Closing thoughts on motivation
For motivation to be unwavering, one should be steady in resolve
and not see practice as different from the result sought. Take an
example of running, as runners run each day. Aside from running,
they have to eat well and have a lifestyle that supports running if
they are at all serious. If the very act of running itself is fulfilling and
enjoyable, how can motivation waver?
Let's look now at some of the practices to see how it can apply.
When doing asanas, for example, if your heart and mind are on
getting into the asana, you will naturally experience all sorts of
feelings if you are not able to get into the asana in a short period of
time. Doing the asana becomes less important, … getting into the
asana is the thing, and there is no joy in the heart while doing the asana. If there is no joy in
doing, how can you say that you are truly giving it your all? You are using the practice for the
results! This great error is behind much of the dissatisfaction people experience in work and
relationships, too. If work is a means to a paycheck to do this and that, work can never be
joyful, as the paycheck is the real deal. If work is not joyful, you will never be able to give it your
100%. Someone else who has his act together will!—and take the recognition and promotion,
too. This will increase your dissatisfaction, and it will keep spiraling inwards and downwards.
You must find complete satisfaction and joy in practice, just like runners and serious athletes
will love their sport. But, you must love it for its own sake, never for what it may bring—this,
without becoming complacent. When you find a way to give it your all—your very best to all
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that you do!—you will also experience joy in doing and find no struggle in letting go physically
and psychologically once done, as the joy is in doing and it is done! You will discover something
quite amazing: you are no longer concerned about result, praise or censure, as your concern is
with doing wholeheartedly—and that no one can take that away from you or prevent you from
doing! Those who find it hard to let go or to do without recognition or feedback of some sort
have not found the way to do things wholeheartedly, among other issues. See, you've already
experienced joy in doing. Now,… something else!—and joy again!
Good and bad days?
Some people talk about good and bad days in meditation. What makes it good or bad? Say the
mind is turbulent, throwing up all sorts of fantastic thoughts in rapid fire. 'Great! I have an
opportunity to really sharpen awareness because of all the activity, which will be in the gamut
of observation. I am concerned with the mantra, and being aware of all the activity on the inner
radar!' There is more activity—more awareness rises!—and you don't have to struggle with it,
as you are aware as long as you are alive and well. Look in front of you, and tell yourself that
you will not be aware of that thing that you see. As long as the eyes are open, seeing happens.
And you can also get up and walk for a little in a little small circle, or do a little japa or kirtan if
the mind is turbulent, but without desperation. And then sit back down again, undaunted in
spirit and without being forceful. If thoughts in the mind are not identified with or given new
energy, they run on residual energy and must exhaust themselves. Your stoic resolve to practice
will help them exhaust themselves. There may be a day when you cannot study, for example, as
the mind is quite fired up. Great! You can do some asanas or chanting, as it can use that spikedup energy nicely. A fired-up mind does not make for a bad day or not-as-good practice,
especially if you have a full tool-box of different practices. It is just something else to work with.
Shift gears and continue. This is another reason to do a little of the different practices we've
discussed earlier.
Closing thoughts…
When you take to the spiritual path, be firm, stay with the basics and avoid ostentation, much
group activity, and equipment.
Bring to mind that He whom you seek is existence itself, consciousness itself, and there is
naught other.
Take small steps, but with all of your heart and soul and unfailing regularity.
You cannot simplify life—it is what it is. Simplify yourself and know what is beneficial to your
aspiration and practice, and what is not.
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Reduce your wants.
The past is self-burying. Let it bury itself by exerting in the present. A bright future will be built.
Your connection now is to all things that support your aspiration. Struggle with what does not
support your aspiration now is unnecessary and can be abandoned.
Don't delay anything.
Don't do anything half-heartedly.
Make time for things and do them in their time.
Keep a small notebook or journal and write the things that need to be done so the mind doesn't
have to think about it and remind you at the oddest time.
Put your heart to every action in the present like it is the last thing you would do!
Take care of the body by giving it daily exercise, simple diet, and a little time in fresh air.
Take care of the mind by placing in front of it all that supports your aspiration.
Reduce the exposure to unnecessary stimulus—like too much information, sensationalism, and
communication, as it will reignite old pathways in the mind.
Gossip is any form of mental involvement in others' affairs. Avoid gossip and gossipers
completely—it silently reinforces 'otherness'.
Strive for a good foundation right where you are.
Never let the mind dictate changes. Be rational and examine things. Dissatisfaction can never
bring satisfaction. The old can never bring the new.
Your sincere practice is your best guide. You will see what needs to be done and what changes
need to be made based on an accurate barometer—your practice.
Spirituality must enter life for life to enter and sustain your spirituality.
Be alert and measured when you speak.
Do not allow any opinions to register. Remind yourself that you are the only project to be
concerned with.
Be cheerful! The darkest clouds must give way to the radiance and warmth of the sun.
Start and end the day with prayer.
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Be eternally vigilant.
And, persevere relentlessly!
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This series is a sequel to the series 'Raja Yoga, A Practical Guide'.

For more information please visit www.suryadevananda.org.
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